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GLYCOL RECYCLING
EQUIPMENT & SERVICES
HAZ~MAT’s Flash Fractional Vacuum Distillation Systems are
specifically designed to purify antifreeze and industrial source glycols
in accordance with ASTM specifications. A variety of configurations are
available. Single and Double stage systems can be used in various
combinations to increase production capacity.
SINGLE STAGE SYSTEM
PROVIDES SIMPLE “FLASH
VACUUM DISTILLATION” FOR
PRODUCTION OF PRE-MIXED
ANTIFREEZE BLENDS.

TWO STAGE SYSTEMS UTILIZE A SECOND COLUMN WITH INTERNAL
PACKING DESIGNED TO ALLOW RISING GLYCOL VAPOR TO
UNDERGO A SERIES OF VAPORIZATION AND CONDENSATION STEPS
TO FURTHER ENRICH THE GLYCOL VAPOR.

For more information, contact Bill Dempsey at 402-297-2643 or
email bill@hazmatnc.com.
HAZ~MAT ENVIRONMENTAL 221 DALTON AVE CHARLOTTE, NC 28237 704-332-5600

PARKER’S POINT

by Scott D. Parker, NORA Executive Director

Introducing NORA SocialLink
Year-Round Networking Made Easy

A

s I regularly interact with NORA members, they tell me the greatest
value they find in their NORA membership is networking. This
leads to business development and greater knowledge of their
industry.
Most NORA networking has been concentrated around the various
events the association hosts. That is until now.
NORA has worked with our partners to develop a first of its kind
solution that will allow member to utilized social media and mobile
integration to allow members to easily stay connected every day.
Professional Networking
NORA’s SocialLink will allow members to build stronger connections
throughout the industry to help grow their businesses and gain the
information they need to effectively run their businesses.
Members will receive highly-personalized and relevant content in a
secure and private online social venue. The user experience is naturally
intuitive and similar to social media platforms members already use; but
the great thing is this community will be limited to the professionals and
industry leaders who are members of your trade association. This will
elevate the quality of the conversation and interaction.
SocialLink aggregates content sources in a simple, single highlypersonalized view found on a member’s feed, and delivers alerts and
notifications to allow for easier engagement.
The flexible and easy-to-use desktop design of NORA SocialLink mimics
the user interfaces of other popular social sites to allow members to share
ideas, ask questions and network with peers and experts when they want,
where they want and how they want.
Mobile
Today, NORA members are always on the go. NORA SocialLink is built for
on a mobile responsive design platform. In fact, NORA SocialLink will be
available to members as an App for the iPhone and Android devices in the
near future.
When will this be available?
NORA will be finalizing this program over the next few weeks and will be
formally announcing this new value of membership at the NORA Annual
Conference in November in Hawaii.
This new member benefit will allow members to easily network all
year long.

Liquid Recycling is published by NORA, An Association of Responsible Recyclers. Copyright, 2016 NORA. The
opinions expressed in the articles are those of the author of the articles and not necessarily the publisher. While
every attempt has been made to assure that the information in the magazine is accurate, the publisher assumes
no responsibility for any omissions or errors, nor for the application of any advice or suggestions in any particular
situation. Due to space limitations, all items published are subject to abridgment. Unsolicited items will not be
returned.
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WELCOME TO NORA’S NEWEST MEMBERS
Aevitas Specialty Services Corp.
Greg Reichard
Detroit, Michigan
(313) 924-5175
B & E Oil Svcs. Inc.
William Ensor
Cochranville, Pennsylvania
(610) 593-5010

Environmental Packaging
Technologies
Allan Doris
Houston, Texas
(713) 961-2795
Evolution Sorbent Products
Chris Keagle
West Chicago, Illinois
(630) 450-6558

TopSail Energy LP
Walt Finch
the Woodlands, Texas
(832) 823-0147
US Ecology, Inc.
Livonia, Michigan
(734) 521-8000
YES
Doug Keeney
Yuma, Arizona
(909) 228-8128

INDUSTRY CALENDAR
2017 NORA WINTER MEETING AND EH&S FORUM
February 22-24, 2017
Las Vegas, Nevada

2017 NORA ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
November 8-11, 2017
Naples, Florida

2017 NORA MID-YEAR MEETING
June 21- 23, 2017
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

INDUSTRY NEWS
For additional information on these news items, visit noranews.org/news
TopSail Energy Announces Plans
TopSail Energy, a newly-formed midstream energy company
completed the acquisition of a 44 acre undeveloped industrial
site in Texas to begin construction on a new used oil processing
facility, to be operational by the beginning of 2017. The facility
will have the ability to receive and process over 125,000 gallons
per day of used motor oil.
Aaron Oil Company, Inc. Announces 35th Anniversary
On August 5th, Aaron Oil Company celebrated their 35th
anniversary of providing service to customers across the
Southeast. In honor of Aaron Oil’s historic contribution to
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Mobile, Alabama’s economic progress, the GulfQuest Maritime
Museum commemorated this special occasion by lighting their
downtown buildings in red, Aaron Oil’s Company’s logo color.
Vertex Energy, Inc. Announces Agreement with Penthol
Vertex Energy announced it has agreed with Penthol C.V. of the
Netherlands to act as Penthol’s exclusive agent to market Group
III base oil. Penthol will import Group III base oil from the
United Arab Emirates to the United States.
Share your news with the industry! Email info@noranews.org

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Air Products Investing in Hydrotreatment Capability
The Air Products Hydrogen Reactions
Lab is on-stream. Air Products
continues to focus on the growth
and support of the Waste Oil Refinery
industry by using its knowledge
to support re-refiners. The new
lab enables companies with small
hydrotreaters, such as waste oil
recyclers, to perform tests on their
material before changing their larger
processes. Air Products can assist
current hydrogen customers as well
as other hydrotreaters with strategies
to minimize their cost. The new lab
has the benefit of multiple reactors,
variable flow and pressure capability,
process pressures up to 2000 psig and
flexible interconnection. Air Products
has gained a vast knowledge of
hydrotreatment through 50+ years of
supplying gases and technology to
purify new and different materials in
the crude oil industry. By simulating
various hydrotreatment processes in

the new lab, Air Products can help
customers:

that can allow for safe and profitable
growth.

• Optimize hydrotreatment severity
for your specific set of waste oil
impurity and process conditions

For more information, contact
Air Products at 800-654-4567, code
7401 or gigmrktg@airproducts.com.

• Optimize oil-to-hydrogen ratio
• Understand waste oil impurities
and their effect on discoloration
and off-spec oil
• Identify differences in performance
between various catalsyts
Refiners can test things such as
feedstock changes or variation, a new
catalyst or new operating conditions
before applying the change within
their process. Air Products team can
help determine how to use industrial
gases more effectively and efficiently.
They strive to assist their customers
by generating, and now testing, ideas

Hydrogen Reactions Lab on-stream to help
Air Products customers develop strategies to
minimize costs.

Need hydrogen for recycling waste oil?
Air Products cryogenic hydrogen compressor system can give you:
• High pressure, high flow flexibility
• Lower capital expense
• Reduced operating costs through minimized vent losses
• Increased efficiency through load-following
800-654-4567
(mention code 7401)
© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2016 (39952)

tell me more

airproducts.com/H2N2

2016 NORA CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
NOVEMBER 9-12, 2016 | THE FAIRMONT ORCHID | KOHALA COAST, BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII

TRADE SHOW – NORA’s Largest Hawaii Trade Show,
limited booths still available
The NORA Trade Show will feature the latest products
and services available to the liquid recycling industry.
See page 14 for the current trade show floor plan and
exhibitors. A limited number of booths are still available.
Companies interested in exhibiting should contact Casey
Parker at (703) 753-4277 or casey@noranews.org.
SPONSOR THE EVENT
Sponsorship and advertising opportunities are still
available for the 2016 NORA Conference & Trade Show.
For as low as $150, you can support your industry as well
as promote your company. See page 8–10 or the NORA
website for current availability or call Casey Parker at
(703) 753-4277. NORA thanks all who have already
sponsored - your support helps the Conference be a
memorable event.
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REGISTER NOW
Register now to attend the Conference, either online, by
using the form on page 7 or by calling the NORA office.
A list of preregistered attendees is located on the NORA
website.
HOTEL INFORMATION: ROOM BLOCK
80% SOLD – BOOK BY OCTOBER 14
Hotel rooms are available at the beautiful four-diamond
oceanfront Fairmont Orchid for just $229/night. This rate
is available beginning November 3 and is good through
November 16–extend your stay and enjoy the Big Island!
To reserve your room call 1-(800)-845-9905 and ask for
the NORA room block, or book online through www.
noranews.org. Book by October 14, but please be aware
that discounted rooms may sell out early.
AIRPORT INFO
The closest airport is KONA (KOA), which is located
about 20 miles from the hotel. A rental car is the easiest
means of transportation to the hotel from the airport.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

REGISTER NOW! EMAIL OR TEAR OUT AND MAIL THIS FORM

Kohala Coast, Hawaii | November 9-12, 2016

2016 NORA Conference Registration Form

Complete one form for each person. Only one form required to include payment information.
EXHIBITORS: Do Not Use This Form - Use Exhibitor Agreement Form

Contact Info
Name

Badge Name, if different

Company
Address

City

Phone

Email

State

Zip

Registration Choices
Full Registration (you may assign/change names to the registration at any time) includes all conference sessions, conference
materials, opening reception (members only), two continental breakfasts, breaks and Friday Night Closing Party Dinner.
Payment must be emailed, faxed, or postmarked by the dates to be eligible for the discounted prices.

PRICES

Early

Regular

Late

(Paid by August 26)

(Paid by October 14)

(after October 14)

$830
$730
$2300
$2200
$350

NORA Member: First person
NORA Member: Additional person
Non-Member: First person
Non-Member: Additional person
Government Representatives

$880
$780
$2400
$2300
$350

$910
$810
$2500
$2400
$350

EXTRAS
Spouse/Guest: Full Package....$299*
Spouse/Guest: Friday Only....$219**
Golf (Sponsored by Dexsil)...............$165
Golf Clubs Rentals...................$75
Fishing (Sponsored by Vertex).....$175

If you selected spouse/guest package, please enter their name here:
If you selected golf, please included your average score:
If you selected fishing, please include your shirt size:

Is this your first time attending a NORA Meeting?

Yes

No

Payment Options
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

CUT HERE

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Visa

MasterCard

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Billing Street Number & Zip (if different than above)

Email to send receipt (if different than above)

Security Code

Submit Your Registration

Book Your Hotel Room

Credit Card Only: Check
or Credit Card:
Questions:

The Fairmont Orchid

Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201 Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org

*This package includes access to the opening reception on Wednesday including food and drinks, the Thursday
spouse brunch, a spouse gift and the Friday night closing party. This package is for spouses and guests of
registered attendees; this may not be used for employees of an attending company.
**This package includes food and drinks at the Friday night Closing Party Dinner. This package is for spouses
and guests of registered attendees; this may not be used for employees of an attending company.
All guests must register in advance for the closing party.

1 North Kaniku Drive, Kohala Coast
The Big Island of Hawaii, 96743

NORA Rate $229/night
To secure your room, call 1 800-257-7544 and
ask for the NORA Conference or reserve your
rooms online at www.noranews.org > Events
by October 14 to book at a discounted rate
(though rooms may sell out early).

Cancellations through August 26: A $100 service charge. Between August 27-October 14: 50% refund of the registration fee. No refunds after October 14.

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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SPONSOR THE EVENT! EMAIL OR MAIL THIS FORM

2016 NORA CLOSING PARTY SPONSORSHIP FORM
To receive full promotional consideration in print materials, please submit sponsorships by September 25, 2016.

SPONSORSHIPS
NAMING RIGHTS (Exclusive)
LEVEL 1 SPONSOR (only 3 remain available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$5,000

Large Logo on Conference Book Cover
Reserved table for 10 in premier location at closing party
Large Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Large Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognition at Closing Party dinner
Full Page Color Ad in Conference Book ($625 Value)
Color Logo with Company/Exhibitor Index in Conference Book

LEVEL 2 SPONSOR (only 7 available)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$10,000

$2,000

Logo on Conference Book Cover
Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Large Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Color Half Page Ad in Conference Book ($475 Value)
Color Logo with Company/Exhibitor Index in Conference Book

LEVEL 3 SPONSOR (only 12 available)
•
•
•
•
•
•

$1,000

Name on Conference Book Cover
Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Black & White Logo with Company Listing in Conference Book

LEVEL 4 SPONSOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

$500

Small Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Small Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Black & White Logo with Company Listing in Conference Book
Logo on “Thank you” page in Post-Conference magazine

LEVEL 5 SPONSOR
•
•
•
•
•

$250

Small Logo on Commemorative Photo Jacket
Small Logo displayed at Closing Party
Closing Party Sponsor ribbon on badge
Recognized at Closing Party dinner
Logo on “Thank you” page in Post-Conference magazine

CONTACT INFO

Name

Company

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Visa

MasterCard

Security Code

Email t

SUBMIT YOUR AGREEMENT
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Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201 Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org

CUT HERE

Credit Card Only:
Check or Credit Card:
Questions:

LIQUIDRECYCLING

SPONSOR THE EVENT! EMAIL OR MAIL THIS FORM

2016 NORA Conference & Trade Show

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

Gain exposure for your company at the premier event in the liquid recycling industry. All members, even those not attending the conference, may
sponsor to help make this an amazing event. For just a small contribution, you can support your industry and promote your business. All sponsors
will be thanked on the NORA website with a link to your company’s website, in Liquid Recycling Magazine, which is distributed to 2,000 industry
leaders, on oversized signage at the conference and in the conference books distributed at the event and posted on the NORA website after the
event. Contact casey@noranews.org with any questions.
Golf Tournament Naming Rights

SOLD

Fishing Naming Rights

SOLD

Premier Sponsor

SOLD

Your logo will be prominently featured on the front cover of the NORA
Conference Book and on all name badges. You receive the back cover ad of
the conference book. Your company will be thanked at the opening session.
In addition, your logo will be screenprinted on the tote bags distributed at
registration. Only one available.

Golf Lunch Sponsor

$3500

Your company will be recognized on the box lunches placed in each cart at the
start of the tournament. This sponsorship includes two FREE golf tournament
registrations and a Golf Hole Sponsor Sign. Only one available.

Lanyard Sponsor

SOLD

Your company logo will be printed on the lanyard handed to all attendees.
Only one available

Key Card Sponsor

SOLD

Your logo will be printed on key cards distributed to NORA guests at hotel
check-in. Only one available

Audio/Visual Sponsor

$2750

Your logo will be prominently displayed when the “splash screen” is displayed
in the main meeting room. As an added bonus,this sponsorship includes a free
full page color ad in the conference book (a $625 value).

Water Bottle Sponsor

$2300

Your logo will be printed on the bottles of water that will be set at every seat
at the beginning of the conference on Thursday morning.

Notebook Sponsor

SOLD

Your logo will be on the notebook placed at each seat at the beginning of the
conference. Only one available

Keynote Speaker Sponsor

$2000

Your company will be thanked prior to the keynote address and you will have
the opportunity to address the entire group for one minute. Your logo will
appear on a large screen behind the speaker at the beginning of the keynote
address. In addition, you will have an exclusive opportunity to privately meet
with the speaker before the event.

Gold Sponsor

$1800

CUT HERE

Your logo will be printed on the front cover of the NORA Conference Book and
on large signage at the event. You receive a complimentary full page color ad
in the event book. Your company will be thanked at the conference opening
session. Includes a golf hole sponsorship and company logo printed on the
fabric conference bags. - 10 available

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Drink Ticket Sponsor

$1000

Your logo will be printed on the drink tickets for the Wednesday Opening
Reception and on signs around the bar. Please order by October 30 to allow
time for printing. - Eight available

Charging Station Sponsor

$600

Bag Sponsor

$550

Event Page Banner Ad

$500

Grand Opening Exhibit Reception

$450

Bag Insert Sponsor

$325

Your logo will be prominently displayed at a charging station near the
registration desk to supply power for mobile devices.

Your logo will be printed on the conference bags distributed to attendees.
Available through September 26 to allow time for printing.

You will receive ad space on the event page of your choice. Only one ad space
available per event page. Ad must be 180 pixels by 574 pixels.
Your logo will be prominently displayed on all signs for the reception and
printed next to the event on conference agendas.

You provide the insert and NORA will distribute it in the conference or golf
by November 9.

Spouse Brunch Sponsor

$300

Candy Bowl Sponsor

$275

Thursday Continental Breakfast

$250

Friday Continental Breakfast

$250

Golf Hole Sponsor

$225

Your logo will be printed next to the event on conference agendas.

Your logo will be displayed around the NORA Candy Bowls at the registration
table. - Only six available
Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast and
included next to this event on conference agendas.
Your logo will be prominently displayed on signage at the breakfast and
included next to this event on conference agendas.

Your logo will be printed on a sign placed at one of the holes during the golf
tournament.

NOTE: INDICATE SPONSOR
AMOUNT ON OPPOSITE PAGE.
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CONFERENCE BOOK ADVERTISING
The conference book is distributed to attendees, new members who join throughout the year, and posted on the NORA website.
Attendees refer to this book for contact information for all attendees and exhibitors, the event agenda, and exhibitor and speaker
information. NORA will design your ad for free.

Back Cover Ad ................................................................................................................... Included with premier sponsorship
Inside Front Cover Ad ..................................................................................................................................................SOLD
Inside Back Cover Ad ...................................................................................................................................................SOLD
Full Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 10”) ......................................................................................................................................$625
Full Page Black & White Ad (7-1/2” x 10”) ........................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Color Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”) .......................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Black & White Horizontal Ad (7-1/2” x 5”) ..........................................................................................................$260
Half Page Color Vertical Ad (3-3/4” x 10”) .........................................................................................................................$475
Half Page Black & White Vertical Ad (3-3/4” x 10”) ............................................................................................................$260
Third Page Color Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)................................................................................................................................$375
Third Page Black & White Ad (7-1/2” x 3-1/2”)...................................................................................................................$200
Color Logo by Company Index (1” high) ............................................................................................................................$150
Color Logo by Exhibitor Index (1” high) ............................................................................................................................$150

SUBMIT SPONSORSHIP/ADVERTISING FORM
CONTACT INFORMATION
Name

Title

Company

Email

PAYMENT OPTIONS
Total Amount Due $

All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Check (payable to NORA)

American Express

Name on Card

Signature

Card Number

Exp. Date

Visa

MasterCard

Security Code

Email t

SUBMIT YOUR AGREEMENT
Credit Card Only:
Check or Credit Card:
Questions:
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Email casey@noranews.org or fax 703-753-2445
Mail to 7250 Heritage Village Plaza, Suite 201 Gainesville, VA 20155
Call 703-753-4277 or email casey@noranews.org

LIQUIDRECYCLING

CUT HERE

SPONSOR THE EVENT! EMAIL OR MAIL THIS FORM

SPONSORSHIP & ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

2016 Conference & Trade Show
TENTATIVE AGENDA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8
10:30 AM

- 9:30 PM	Optional Group Excursion:
Twilight Volcano Adventure

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9
8:00 AM
10:00 AM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 PM

- 2:30 PM	Optional Group Excursion:
Kohala Waterfall Adventure
- 2:00 PM
Exhibitor Set Up
- 7:00 PM
Conference Check-In/Registration
- 4:00 PM
Board Member Meeting
- 4:30 PM
New Member/Board Member Reception
- 8:30 PM
Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10
7:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
10:35 AM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM

-

11:45
8:00
10:00
10:35
11:45
12:00
7:00
6:00

AM
Conference Check-In
AM
Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
AM
Conference Sessions Open
AM
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
AM
Spouse/Guest Brunch
PM
Conference Sessions
PM
25th Annual NORA Golf Tournament
PM	Optional Spouse Excursion:
Kona Coffee, Chocolate + Brew Tour
- 7:00 PM
NORA Annual Fishing Expedition

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11
7:30 AM - 8:30 AM
8:30 AM - 10:00 AM
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
11:15 AM					
5:00 PM - 9:00 PM

Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
Conference Sessions
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
Trade Show Tear Down
NORA Closing Party

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
8:00 AM

LIQUIDRECYCLING

- 2:00 PM	Optional Group Excursions –
See NORA Website
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SESSION TOPICS
When will Oil Break Out of the $40 Funk?
For the last two years oil has been hovering around $40/barrel
compared to levels twice that high for the three years prior to that.
The oil market has tremendous impact on how NORA membership
operate their businesses and plan for the future. Is oil going to stay
at $40 or are there fundamentals indicating change is on the way?
An industry expert will inform attendees what they believe the
market will look like in the next three to twelve months. This will
help member prepare their companies to succeed.
Used Oil Market Trend & Price Survey:
Understand Your Market
NORA is planning on conducting the first ever survey of market
trends and pricing data related to the used oil market. The
information will be collected and compiled by the association and
then distributed to members. At the conference, you will have the
opportunity to learn about this program and have input on what
type of data will be collected. (This program has been carefully
crafted to comply with the Nation’s anti-trust laws and has been
reviewed by a legal counsel).

Explore the Big Island
To avoid confusion with the name of the entire state, the Island
of Hawaii is often called the “Big Island”. It is the youngest
and largest island in the Hawaiian chain and home to one of
the most active volcanoes in the world, black sand beaches
and 8 of world’s 13 different climate zones each with unique
ecosystems. Explore with the following tours:
Tuesday, November 8
Twilight Volcano Tour
Journey through Hawaii Island’s incredible range of ecosystems
and climate zones before experiencing first-hand the
phenomena that makes it all possible – an erupting volcano.
This in-depth experience takes you off-the-beaten path to sites
unknown to most visitors.
Wednesday, November 9
Kohala Waterfall Adventure
Immerse yourself in stunning private waterfalls, tranquil
streams, scenic coastlines and rugged valleys on this North
Kohala adventure. Kick off the fun with an off-road drive to an
exclusive trailhead.
Thursday, November 10
Coffee, Chocolate, & Brew
Indulge your taste buds and experience the more sumptuous
side of Kona. Visit three local companies who have helped put
Kona “on the culinary map” by producing delicious 100% Kona
coffee, decadent chocolate confections and island fresh ales.
Go behind the scenes to learn (and taste) how they’ve each
mastered their respective crafts.
To register for these tours, go to noranews.org or call the
NORA office at 703-753-4277.
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Clinton or Trump: How the 2016 Election
will Affect NORA Members
The NORA Conference will take place two days after the
Presidential Election. A comprehensive analysis of the election
results and what they mean for American businesses and our
industry will be provided. If the Democrats take over the Senate,
who will be in charge of environmental legislation? What can we
expect at EPA if Donald Trump is elected? Will there be more (not
less) Washington gridlock regardless of who is elected President?
What is the future of the Republican Party if Trump is defeated?
Industry Roundtable: A Look into the Next 12-24 Months
Flat oil prices. Industry consolidation. Changing end-user markets.
NORA is bringing together an all-star panel of industry leaders to
assess the current state of the industry and what it will look like
over the next 12-24 months. This is a must attend for the strongest
companies that are looking to survive and thrive by gaining robust
insight into the market. This panel will be moderated by NORA’s
Executive Director.
Monitoring Critical Machinery Health and Reliability with
the Industrial Internet of Things
As the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) gains popularity, the
cloud of confusion around it seems only to grow. What is the
Industrial Internet of Things? What kind of data does it create and
what value does it add to the business? Most importantly, how
does that relate to the lube, fuel and refining markets? Businesses
are quickly putting together their IIoT strategies to insure critical
uptime and improve machine reliability and those who don’t are
losing market share. The presentation will include a case study
piece from an IIoT user.
Introducing NORA SocialLink: Year-round
Networking Made Easy
The greatest value of NORA membership is networking which
leads to business development and greater knowledge of your
industry. However, most NORA networking has been concentrated
around the various events the association hosts. That is until now.
NORA has developed a first of its kind solution that will allow
members to utilize social media and mobile integration to allow
members to easily stay connected every day.
Learn how you can use NORA’s new SocialLink to easily build
stronger connections throughout the industry to help grow your
business and gain the information you need to effectively run your
business by leveraging the NORA network.

Government Affairs: Executive Summary
2016 has been a very active government affairs year. The current
and future health of the industry that responsibly recycles used
oil and related materials is largely dependent on the regulatory
environment. This session will provide a high level view of the
major government affairs projects NORA has addressed in 2016
and how they affect your business.
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Wertswelding.com

New & Used Tank Sales

Parts & Repair
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
believes in the term stocking
distributor, all eight of our locations
carry a large, diversified inventory.

Let us put our knowledge and
experience to work for you!

St. Louis, MO
800-851-4452

San Antonio, TX
800-551-8265

Birmingham, AL
800-264-6437

Atlanta, GA
800-893-1511

Tampa, FL
800-886-6003

Des Moines, IA
866-610-2225

Billings, MT
855-259-7563

Denver, CO
855-580-1001
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AECOM Corporation
ATEK Access Technologies
Bedford Industries
Boerger, LLC
Catalyst Trading Co, LTD
Clean Burn, LLC
Continental Refining Company
DesertMicro
Dexsil Corporation
Ecube Labs
Engine & Accessory, Inc.
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Environmental Packaging Technology
Erpek Engineering & Consulting
Eurecat US
Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
Fountain Industries LLC
Haz~Mat Environmental Services
Jaxon Filtration
Keteca USA, Inc.
Lamb Fuels, Inc
Lubrizol
MemPore Environmental Technologies

Paratherm
Pesco-Beam
Petroleum Solids Control, Inc
Porocel International
Senn Dunn Insurance a Marsh &
McLennan Agency Company
Spencer Strainer Systems
Summit Environmental Technologies
Sweet Gazoil Inc.
US Foundry
XL Catlin
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Integrated Insurance
Programs for the
Recycling Industry
XL Group and Catlin Group are now one.
We are XL Catlin! From insurance to reinsurance,
a changing world needs new answers. We’re here
to find them. With an incredible blend of people,
products, services and technology, we have
the power to find innovative, creative solutions
to your risks – from the most familiar to the
most complex.
For more than 20 years, XL Catlin’s Environmental
team has been providing integrated insurance
solutions that include
• Property & Casualty coverage
• Pollution coverage, tailored to
customer needs
• Specialized risk control and
claims management services

MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
For more information, please contact
Matt Gartner
AVP, Environmental
Toll-free: +1 800 327 1414
Direct: +1 610 968 9294
matthew.gartner@xlcatlin.com
505 Eagleview Boulevard, Suite 100
Exton, PA 19341-0636
xlgroup.com/insurance/environmental

XL Catlin_environmental_NORA advert_2015.indd 1

XL Catlin is the global brand used by XL Group plc’s
insurance subsidiaries. In the US, the insurance
companies of XL Group plc are: Catlin Indemnity
Company, Catlin Insurance Company, Inc., Catlin
Specialty Insurance Company, Greenwich Insurance
Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL
Insurance America, Inc., XL Insurance Company of
New York, Inc., and XL Specialty Insurance Company.
Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions
nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions.
Information accurate as of June 2015.
, XL Catlin and MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
are trademarks of XL Group plc companies.
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THE CLOSING PARTY
Brought to you by

A Hawaiian Luau

T

he Closing Party at the 2016 NORA
Conference is a great way to conclude the
networking at the event in an informal
setting. The Closing Party is included with all
conference registrations, exhibitor registrations,
and spouse/guest/child packages. However, the
registration fees simply cover the basic food costs.
To make this event memorable, your help is needed
– please consider being a closing party sponsor.
BECOME A SPONSOR
As NORA receives sponsors, the event is upgraded!
Upgrades include a full luau cast, live music and
upgraded food and beverage.
All sponsors will receive major promotion.
Benefits range from reserved seating at the event to
promotional consideration in conference literature.
See the form on page 8 for different levels of
recognition including advertisements, banners, and
a sponsor ribbon on name badges for all attendees
from sponsor companies.
To receive full promotional consideration, please
become a sponsor as soon as possible. Companies
sponsoring late will receive modified sponsor
benefits.
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Giving customers the superior
products they deserve.

WHITE MINERAL OILS • ADDITIVES
AGRICULTURAL OILS • BASE OILS • SOLVENTS
SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

Tel 1.281.260.8300 • Fax 1.281.260.6888
Email sales@lubline.com
www.lubline.com

25TH ANNUAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
Brought to you by

J

 in your NORA colleagues on the afternoon of
o
Thursday, November 10 for the annual NORA
golf tournament at the Francis H. I’l Brown
South Course.
The tournament will start at 12:30 PM, following
conference sessions on Thursday, November 10.
The tournament fee is $165, and club rentals
are $75. The tournament fee includes a box lunch,
hosted beverage cart, and an awards reception
following the tournament.
Please note that pairings are done by the event
sponsor to promote competitive play between
teams. Requests for specific golf pairings are not
able to be honored.
Use the tear-out form on page 7 or visit www.
noranews.org to register.
BECOME A GOLF SPONSOR
The exclusive golf lunch sponsorship is still
available! For $3500, your company will be
recognized on the box lunches placed in each cart
at the start of the tournament. This sponsorship
includes two FREE golf tournament registrations
and a Golf Hole Sponsor Sign.
Golf hole sponsorships are also available. For
$225, your logo will be printed on a sign placed
at one of the holes during the golf tournament.
Submit the form on page 9–10 or visit www.
noranews.org.
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Is your company seeking an
affordable solution to zero
landfill compliance?

VLS Piedmont—Mauldin, SC

VLS Armor—Mt. Pleasant, TN

Innovation and an extensive range of solutions have made VLS Recovery Services one of
the nation’s leading full-service, non-regulated waste processing and recycling companies.
If your goal is to achieve a landfill free waste program, then VLS offers the following options:
• Waste-to-Energy programs
• Alternative fuel blends
• Recycling
• Beneficial reuse opportunities
• Oil recovery
Our focus is to help our clients achieve a more sustainable waste management program
while reducing their overall liability.
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VLS-Piedmont—864.962.9953
VLS-Armor—931.379.9642

www.vlsrs.com

15TH ANNUAL FISHING EXPEDITION
Brought to you by

REGISTER FOR FISHING
Join your NORA colleagues on Thursday,
November 10 for the annual NORA Fishing
Expedition.
The 4 hour expedition and will take place out
in the deep waters of the Pacific Ocean.
Transportation will depart the Fairmont Orchid
Thursday afternoon and return that evening.
The fee to join the fishing excursion is $175
Tour will be deep sea fishing on a charter boat
that can accommodate up to 6 Guests.
Fishing expedition includes:
• Transportation to/from Fairmont Orchid
• An experienced guide
• Rod and reel
• Tackle
• Artificial and/or live bait
• Lunch and beverages
Use the tear-out form on page 7 or visit www.
noranews.org to register. Availability is limited,
register early to secure your spot.

Buyers of Recyclable Fuels
Gasoline • Diesel • Jet Fuel • AV Gas
Call Today for Information and a Quote.
20

678-525-6889
info@lambfuels.com
www.lambfuels.com
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PRODUCING TOMORROW’S ENERGY

YOU SEE TRAFFIC.
WE SEE TOMORROW’S ENERGY.
At Vertex Energy, we see things differently.
Challenges are just new opportunities to
create responsible solutions. By collecting,
recycling and re-refining used motor oil and
other petroleum coproduct streams, we are
working hard to decrease dependence on
foreign oil and reduce environmental impact.
To learn how we’re Producing Tomorrow’s
Energy, visit us at VertexEnergy.com
Contact us: 866-660-8156
NORA member
since 2001

C L A S S I C U S E D O I L G E N E R ATOR S

1946 Jeep CJ2A
By Vern Parker

B

randon Girmus was too young in early 2006 for the
Commonwealth of Virginia to issue him a license to
drive.
The persuasive teenager convinced his parents, Greg and
Darcie, of the practicality of him purchasing a motor vehicle.
With a limited budget he set about finding a vehicle that he
assumed would need serious cosmetic and mechanical work.
“I’ve always liked old Jeeps,” Girmus says. They are basic
vehicles and almost indestructible so the search for an old Jeep
began in 2006, Most of the Jeeps he found appeared as if they
had been in a war – and lost.
On the way back home to Vienna, Va., Girmus and his father
spotted an old Jeep by the side of the road. He was disappointed
to learn that it was not for sale but the owner said he had a 1946
Jeep CJ2A that was available.
Upon hearing that news Girmus’ eyes lit up. “I wanted a flat
fendered Jeep,” he says. He was led through the woods back to
where a mostly rusted away Jeep sat, corralled by trees that had
grown up around the 10-foot, 3-inch-long vehicle.
Girmus says there were three positive aspects to the Jeep.
The frame was perfect, it had a title and it was cheap. Most
everything else was on the negative side of the ledger.
“It was a ‘Flintstone Special’, Girmus recalls. “It might as
well be now,” he thought and bought the derelict Jeep. The
owner said he would cut down some trees so the Jeep could be
dragged out with a winch.
The next day Girmus and his father returned towing a
trailer and loaded it with the Jeep. As they were about to leave
the owner surprised them with boxes of Jeep spare parts. In
the summer of 2006 Girmus began to take inventory as he
disassembled his Jeep. “I found the engine had a cracked block
and the floors didn’t exist,” he says.
On ebay he located a wrecked 1946 Jeep, this one also in
Pennsylvania, which he and his father retrieved. From that
Jeep the three-speed manual transmission and 60-horsepower,
134-cubic-inch, four-cylinder engine were salvaged.
The body was beyond reclamation so young Girmus went
hunting and found a parts Jeep in North Carolina. He bought
it sight unseen and when it was delivered he found the body
in worse condition than his own Jeep. He was able to use the
engine hood and windshield frame.
Used parts were found for the front fenders and the famous
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grille with the vertical slots. Behind
the grille is the original radiator but
with new insides.
Girmus had good luck with a
reproduction three-spoke steering
wheel so he took a chance on a reproduction body tub
manufactured by a company in Pennsylvania. “It fit, sort of,”
Girmus says.
With some cutting, welding and muscular persuasion
the 57-inch-wide body finally was in place on the 80-inch
wheelbase of the Jeep.
Girmus opted for non-directional military treads on the five
new 6.00x16-inch tires. Only two of the original wheels were
usable..
As the Jeep began to resemble a real vehicle Girmus noted a
total of 22 tie down brackets which were remnants from the old
military specifications that had not be eliminated on the 1946
Jeep.
He also noticed that a red reflector at the right rear
substitutes for a taillight. The left rear corner of the Jeep has a
tail/brake light.
Fluids to keep the sturdy little vehicle running include 10.5
gallons of gasoline, 11 quarts of coolant and 5 quarts of oil.
Although the speedometer can register speeds up to 75 mph
“Girmus believes such speed to be wildly optimistic.
By July 2008 a monumental event occurred when Girmus
pumped the accelerator and activated the 6-volt starter and, he
happily reports, “It started right up.”
Inside and out, the Jeep was painted an original color,
Pasture Green with Autumn Yellow wheels. “It looks kind of
cool,” Girmus opines as he surveys his handiwork.
Now the race was on. In April 2009 Girmus began
assembling his Jeep. He was to graduate from Paul VI Catholic
High School May 31 and he wanted his Jeep completed by then.
He beat his self-imposed deadline by two weeks.
After almost three years of labor and sacrifice, Girmus
achieved his goal and now can enjoy his Jeep all summer until
he leaves for college in the fall.
As for his Jeep?
“It’s not going to college,” he says. n
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RESEARCH. EDUCATION. COLLABORATION.
The core mission of the International Used Oil Research Institute (IUORI) is to research,
develop and implement best practices for the international used oil recycling industry. The
IUORI also serves as an industry watchdog, monitoring practices in an effort to educate,
protect and promote better health and safety practices within the used oil international
recycling industry.
The Institute is committed to being an active participant in developing educational resources
for the advancement of technological discoveries in the used oil industry. In addition to its
work with U.S. national accredited universities, the IUORI is dedicated to the development,
promotion and compliance with international environmental laws, as well as federal, state
and local regulations within the U.S. as a responsible steward of our natural resources and
better management of human health and environmental standards.
The IUORI advocates the collaborative efforts between stakeholders within industry,
academia, regulatory agencies and concerned citizens in securing technology and practices
which provide a long-term strategic approach to the management of our industry’s
challenges throughout the world.

Recycling Our Natural Resource For A Better Tomorrow
At Aaron Oil Company we focus on providing Quality, Service, Customer
Satisfaction and Efficiency in everything we do. Doing so has allowed us
to create longstanding relationships and build a business that has served
the Southeast for more than three decades. Our commitment to excellence
has led to collaborative partnerships and process developments unlike any
others, as well as the development of one of the most experienced teams of
engineers, researchers, managers and employees in the industry.
The company is in a continuous state of development of new technologies,
management software, automation, robotics and best available technologies
in the used oil and petroleum reclamation industry. The experts at Aaron Oil
are setting new standards for the industry by creating new strategies, new
markets and concepts unlike any other service provider in the world.

Recent developments in safe, lower
cost technologies for small and
medium scale UMO re-refineries.
By Luke Staengl

R

e-refining of Used Motor Oil (UMO)
has seen unprecedented acceptance
and growth worldwide over the
past decade. Much of the focus has been
on construction of large sophisticated
plants which use a combination of vacuum
distillation followed by high pressure
Hydrotreatment of the distilled oil to produce
Group 2 Base Oil. Plant sizes have tended to
range from over 20 million gallons per year
to over 100 million gallons per year. These
facilities require big capital investments and
also highly trained technicians and engineers
to operate. They also present more hazards
due to the high pressure and temperature
hydrogen needed for the hydrotreating
process.
In recent years it has become clear
that in many developing countries, the
increasing availability of UMO due to
the rapidly growing automotive fleets
and related infrastructure needs to be
handled in environmentally responsible
ways, and there is growing interest in re-refining this UMO.
The economics tend to be attractive because most of these
countries import all the Base Lube they consume at high cost.
However, both the total UMO available as well as the capital
available for investment into such plants is much lower than
in the developed world. Additionally finding highly trained
technicians with refinery operating skills is difficult.
However, recent developments in low impact, low hazard,
and low cost re-refining technologies have proved to be
very useful in such situations. Specifically the downstream
“polishing” of the distilled UMO has seen developments which
allow much smaller less costly facilities to also reach the target
of producing high quality Group 1 and Group 2 Base Oil.
Solvent Extraction Systems (SES):
Solvent Extraction Technology has been in use in major
refineries for decades, and has been used to remove aromatics
and other contaminants from hydrocarbon streams. It has now
been adapted from existing crude oil refining technology for
the used oil recovery sector. Solvent Extraction can be used
as either as a stand-alone lube polishing option to upgrade
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Solvent Extraction System Flow Diagram

distilled used lube oils (or VGO) to a Group I comparable base
lube, or in combination with bauxite based Lube Polishing
Systems (LPS) to produce Group II comparable base lube.
The combination of Solvent Extraction technology with LPS
technology produces a high quality Group II base lube, without
incurring the significantly higher costs and increased safety
issues associated with hydrotreating. Solvent Extraction Process
has been demonstrated to effectively improve the percent
saturates, Sulphur level, color, stability, aromatics content, and
odor of typical recovered oil by:
increasing the saturates by 3 – 5+%,
decreasing Sulphur levels
dramatically improving oil color of distilled used lube oil
from ASTM 4.0 – 6.0 down to ASTM <1.0
significantly enhancing base oil stability (no color
deterioration or gum formation in storage)
effectively reducing PAH (polyaromatic hydrocarbons)
content to BDL (below detectable levels)
markedly reducing odor
The basic process can be broken up into 4 operations that
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Distillation System, left and Solvent
Extraction System on the right

are outlined below. The entire process is designed to run on a
continuous basis
Extractor. A Rotating disk Extractor (RDC) is used to
continuously wash the oil feed with NMP Solvent. Feed Tanks
and receiver tanks for the centrifuges used to pull the last bit
of NMP out of the oil raffinate will also be located on this skid.
The 2 centrifuges are expected to be mounted adjacent to this
skid directly to concrete. foundations.
Raffinate Solvent Strip. The washed oil is referred to as
the raffinate. A two step distillation process is used to strip the
solvent out of the raffinate (washed oil) before the final product is
pumped to the product tank.
NMP Recovery. The NMP solvent containing the PCA’s is
reclaimed in a 2 step distillation process that involves steam
stripping prior to the PCA concentrate being pumped to storage.
NMP Dehydration. The solvent is stripped of water by
simple distillation prior to being pumped back to the clean
solvent tank for reuse in the process.
Some of the key advantages of this technology over
hydrotreating are:
• It is easily scaled down to relatively small plants – with
capacities of from 300 gallons per hour up to 2,000 gallons
per hour.
• It is much safer – the solvents are safe and non-flamable,
and he vessels all operate at either vacuum or low pressure.
• The capital costs are relatively low, usually only a fraction
of what a hydrotreater would cost.
• It is a continuous and completely automated process.
To summarize, Solvent Extraction Technology is a low
impact, safe and scalable process to polish distilled used lube
oil which is much less expensive than hydrotreating, and also
much safer. By itself it will produce a good Group 1 Base lube,
and in combination with a bauxite filtration system it will
produce an excellent Group 2 Base Lube.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Luke Staengl is the President & CEO at PESCO BEAM
Environmental Solutions, Inc., and he can be reached at luke@
pescobeam.com or 540-206-2788. Meet with PESCO BEAM
Environmental Solutions, Inc.at booth #101 at the 2016 NORA
Conference and Trade Show. n

SERVING NORA MEMBERS WITH
QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE TESTING

Larry Pacheco

(877) 299-0563 | lpachecoset@aol.com

Michael Pacheco

(615) 720-7568 | michaelp@settek.com
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Glycol Recovery Objectives
and Methods
By Bill Dempsey

R

ecovering glycol from used antifreeze not only benefits
the environment but presents a profitable business
model. In this article, “glycol recovery” is defined as the
separation of ethylene or propylene glycol from water, dissolved
and suspended contaminants. The recovered ethylene glycol
is commonly used in automotive antifreeze formulations.
Automotive feed stocks often contain other glycols such
as Diethylene,
Triethylene and
Dipropylene. Though
allowable up to 5%
in concentrated
finished glycol, these
other glycols are not
discussed in this brief
article.
Two distinct
distillation treatment
types will be
differentiated; flash
fractional vacuum
distillation and
simple nucleate
vacuum distillation. The effectiveness of each process is gauged
using ASTM standards as the measure of final product quality.
Both methods utilize high vacuum vessel conditions to lower
the boiling point of the liquids to be separated.
Applicable ASTM specifications include; E1177 – 09
“Standard Specification for Engine Coolant Grade Glycol”,
D7713 – 12 “Standard Specification for Aqueous Engine
Coolant Grade Glycol (53% Nominal)”, and D3306 – 14
“Standard Specification for Glycol Based Engine Coolant for
Auto & Light-Duty Service”.
Flash Fractional Vacuum Distillation versus Simple Nucleate
Distillation
Both separation methods are similar in that the process fluid
is heated, vaporized and condensed. Nucleate systems heat the
process fluid internally with submerged heat exchangers. Flash
systems use external heat exchangers that are more accessible
and serviceable. As the feedstock boils in a nucleate system,
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steam bubbles rise to the surface and burst. Rupture of the
bubble surface film releases fine particles of raw process fluid
that become vapor entrained and carried to the condenser.
Flash fractionation systems operate by heating the raw process
feed from an internal vessel reservoir, circulating and spraying
the liquid downward in the evacuated flash vessel. The spray
rapidly vaporizes when introduced into the high vacuum
environment and
cleanly disengages
from the downward
directed liquid
spray. The resulting
vapor from flash
systems contains
less entrained raw
process feed and
is of higher purity
when compared to
vapor generated from
Simple Nucleate
systems.
Simple Nucleate
systems normally
employ only one process vessel that has less than one theoretical
plate of separation. Optimum vapor rectification may require 4
to 25 theoretical plates depending on the amount of solids and
dissolved impurities in a given raw process feed. Conversely,
Flash Fractional Distillation systems use a two vessel design
that includes a dedicated packed fractioning vessel that allows
additional rectification of the flash vessel vapors. The packing
in the fractionating vessel allows the vapors to undergo a series
of condensation and vaporization steps that enriches glycol vapor
and condenses impurities. The number of theoretical plates
of separation can be increased or subtracted from the packed
vessel based on purity targets. The increase in theoretical plates
of separation in Flash Fractioning systems produce a highly
concentrated glycol product with purity conforming to ASTM
specifications. Vapors from each isolated liquid component (i.e.,
water and glycol) are condensed, separated and collected as pure
liquid fractions.
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Single and Double Pass Distillation Methods
Single Pass
In a single pass process, the entire solution is passed through
the system, heated to boiling point under high vacuum,
vaporized, condensed and collected in a recovery tank. The
resulting purified product is a mixture of water and glycol that
will have the same concentration as the initial raw process feed,
minus the EG retained in the waste bottoms. For example;
processing a 50% glycol / 50% water mixture will result in
approximately 43% glycol / 50% water / 7% waste bottoms.
Additional highly concentrate or virgin glycol must be added to
reach the original 50/50 mixture.
Double Pass
A double pass system contains two distinct unit operations; (1)
low temperature water removal and (2) high temperature glycol
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purification.
(1) Water is removed, purified and recovered at a
temperature of <180 oF until the still bottoms reach a glycol
concentration of >95%.
(2) Glycol is removed, purified and recovered at high
temperature < 300 oF with less than 7% still bottoms remaining
for disposal.
One major advantage of the Flash Fractional Distillation and
Double Pass operation is the ability to produce ethylene glycol
with sufficient purity to meet ASTM specifications without
having to add virgin glycol to the finished product.
Bill Dempsey is the Vice President, Glycol Recovery Services
at HAZ~MAT Environmental Services and he can be reached at
bill@hazmatnc.com or 704-332-5600. Meet with at HAZ~MAT
Environmental Services at booth #109 at the 2016 NORA
Conference and Trade Show. n
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Monitoring Critical Machinery
and Reliability with the
Industrial Internet of Things
By: Dan Yarmoluk

Introduction
As the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) gains popularity, the
cloud of confusion around it seems only to grow. What is the
Industrial Internet of Things? What kind of data does it create
and what value does it add to the business? Most importantly,
how does that relate to the lube, fuel and refining markets?
The Industrial Internet of Things is the great disruptive
force of this decade and as technology has advanced, the cost
of adoption has decreased. In fact, businesses are quickly
putting together their IIoT strategies to insure critical uptime
and improve machine reliability and those who don’t are losing
market share.
Remote monitoring of industrial processes and equipment
health is perhaps the best example of how the IIoT can be
integrated into the industrial sector. By adding sensors to
industrial products like pumps, valves, filters, or motors,
businesses are able to keep an eye on their critical assets from
anywhere in the world. This data can tell an operator if a piece of
equipment is not operating properly, has completed the requisite
number of cycles, or has completely failed. Analysis of the data
created can result in reduced downtime, predictive maintenance,
and a fine tuning of overall processes. The Industrial Internet
of Things is not only up in the cloud - the power of data and
analytics can be delivered right to a computer on an operator’s or
owner’s desk and change how business is done forever.
IIoT Technology Stack
The IIoT technologies are put together in what some term as a
stack, because they build on each other. One version of that stack
is shown in the diagram below. Essentially, sensors emit data
to the cloud where data reporting, data analysis and a variety
of specialty applications are utilized to produce meaningful
information. That information, in turn, is used to influence
human behavior, such as driving route optimization or improved
maintenance scheduling, to optimize business performance.
The application of this stack of technologies can get tricky
and integration can become difficult. Choosing partners to
assist with the technology deployment becomes critical to
insure the success of any IIoT program a business is considering
undertaking.
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Example Industrial Use Cases
The possible IoT applications in an industrial setting are vast.
Here is a short list to get started.
A. Manufacturing
The manufacturing industry is rife with opportunities for a
successful IIoT deployment. First, there are many different
critical operations that can be monitored to reduce downtime
on a factory floor. Second, these critical operations are generally
so big that the monitoring cannot be efficiently done by visual
inspection only. By monitoring several machines all on one
dashboard, all of a factory can be seen together on one screen.
B. Industrial Pumps and Valves
Pumps are the lifeblood of many industrial processes. Without
pumps operating at their peak, valuable production capacity
is lost. Continued wear and tear can lead to unexpected
downtime. Monitoring industrial pumps or smart pumping
systems for cycles completed, unexpected vibration, or high
temperatures can indicate unusual operating conditions. This
allows for a service technician to be sent before the operation is
shut down completely.
C. Vibration
Used especially in motors and other manufacturing machinery,
measuring vibration can be a strong indicator of an oncoming
problem. As the vibration in devices continues to grow stronger,
it can mean that a device is dangerously close to failure.
Catching this change early enough in the process means that
a service technician can be dispatched to the site to fix the
problem before a complete breakdown.
D. Fluid and Flow
A pressure drop across a valve could indicate a ruptured
seal or a pressure increase could mean a blocked filter. A
higher temperature could mean a problem somewhere in
the production process. Having these data points means that
a problem can be solved before there is a loss of quality in
product or a shutdown of a factory floor.
continues on page 30
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POROCEL INTRODUCES

ROCKET
TECHNOLOGY
Learn more about why
our new skid-mounted,
bauxite-based polishing
units are ideal for
used oil re-refining,
visit www.porocel.com

Technology Driven. Value Focused.

Reliable, Cost-effective Solutions for Re-Refining
Porocel Adsorbents, Catalysts & Services is a leading supplier of hydrotreating catalyst, activated
bauxite, and related products and services to the Re-Refining industry. We also offer a comprehensive
selection of catalyst services at plants strategically located around the globe. Our technologies provide
our customers with high performance, cost saving solutions.
Porocel helps you meet tomorrow’s challenges today.

USA

•

Products

Services

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Eclipse hydrotreating catalysts
®
CatGuard metal traps and bed grading
Inert bed support
Activated Bauxite

Canada

TM

•

281-469-8555

China

•

Dubai

•

®

Excel rejuvenation
Regeneration
Presulfurization
Length grading

Luxembourg

www.porocel.com

•

India

Over 12 million lbs
of catalyst sold to
re-refiners in the
past 10 years

•

Singapore

americas@porocel.com

continued from page 28
E. Temperature and Humidity
Temperature and humidity variations can mean many different
things for different applications. Perhaps food ingredient
supplies will spoil if above a certain temperature. Maybe
crops will grow mold if it gets too humid. A motor will stop
functioning if it gets too hot. Throughout all of these scenarios,
IIoT technologies can gather this data and alert a problem
through preset parameters.
Business Process/Business Model Disruption
The IIoT alone does not create efficiencies or optimize services
on its own. Instead it is up to the businesses to include the new
IIoT data in their business processes in such a way that they
transform how business is being done today. Being able to
change predictive maintenance to completely avoid expensive
downtime is an example of business transformation that is
actually happening for industrial customers today, like those
in the fuel and lube businesses. It’s important to note that the
value of the Internet of Things does not come from connected
devices, but rather from the ability to extract, mine, organize,
and influence action from the information stemming from
connected device data.
When thinking of the Internet of Things or connected
products, it’s easy to think of the hyper- connected world of
gadgets today - whether it be smart phones, refrigerators, or
toothbrushes that appear to have non-essential and cool product
features for the technophile. When looking at the world of
sensors, internet-enabled products, and cloud computing, it’s a
bit harder to truly comprehend the enormity of what’s happening
at a fundamental level, that being, the definition of business value
and how IoT will affect every business going forward.
Even new business models will emerge based upon an
ongoing relationship, outcome-based approach to doing
business. The subscription and membership economy is
becoming a dominant model in many applications – think
Netflix – with less ownership of the solution and more leasing
or subscribing to a service. It becomes easier to think about this
in the world of oil recycling where the future could be a world
of contracts built out upon data that is captured in the cloud for
both the user and recycler to see. SaaS (Software as a Service)
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is morphing into things like SeaS (Sensor as a Service). For the
scrappy independent business owner, considering this shifting
landscape and embracing it could lead to significant gains and
huge disruptions in the fuel, lube and recycling industries.
Dan Yarmoluk is an IoT Business Development Executive
for ATEK Access Technologies’ AssetScan product line. Dan has
a technical background in OEM product design with batteries,
chargers and sensors. He can be reached at dyarmoluk@
atekcompanies.com. More information can be found at www.
AssetScan.com. Meet ATEK at booth #306 at the 2016 NORA
Conference and Trade Show. n
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Safety and Maintenance of Heat
Transfer Fluids and Systems
By Ryan Ritz

W

hen run properly with the correct fluid, heat transfer
systems are safe and low maintenance by design.
The inherent dangers of any high-temperature
operation increase exponentially when these factors are taken
for granted. It requires a series of fluid and equipment failures
compounded over time to yield a catastrophic outcome such as
a fire or major leak. A system utilizing an under-designed fluid
and operating outside of its designed limitations is the start of
that series of failures.
Using the proper heat transfer fluid is paramount. The wrong
fluid will likely lead to accelerated degradation, equipment failures
associated with those degradation products, fouling of the fluid
onto the surface elements of equipment, increased maintenance
activities, and decreased efficiency of both heat transfer and
overall system operation. Equally important are maintenance
and operating procedures. Operating outside of your design
specifications such as temperature limitations and flow rates, and
failing to adhere to basic preventive maintenance practices, can
lead to irreversible damages to both the fluid and equipment.
To help mitigate problems, a reputable specialty supplier
can assist in selecting a high quality, specifically engineered
specialty heat transfer fluid. Your supplier should be able to
co-develop an operation-specific preventive maintenance plan
for your plant. They should be proactive in helping to manage
and facilitate this plan on an ongoing basis by providing
consultation and a comprehensive service offering. This level
of support will lead to prolonged fluid life as well as decreased
potential for equipment fouling, operating issues and unscheduled change outs.
Investment in a supply partner should extend well beyond
the fluid sale. Inventory levels should be reviewed regularly
and the products you need should be stocked strategically. As
a supplement to this, they should offer 24-hour emergency
shipping and direct access to commercial/technical support to
back this level of availability. Your thermal fluid supplier should
proactively stress the importance of ongoing support and will
have the ability to plan key aspects of a comprehensive service
offering with you.
Maintaining the Investment
Having confidence in products and capabilities means that a
supplier’s focus should not be on the next fluid sale, but on
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working with the user to prolong fluid life and prove the value
of their brand. Fluid degradation either reduces the safety
margin or increases the amount of maintenance required. Fluid
degradation over time is inevitable. The goal is to minimize the
rate at which it happens. No matter how high of a quality fluid
you have with great thermal stability, purity and efficiency, the
opportunity for fluid degradation is always there.
As a minimum preventive maintenance practice, your
supply partner should highly recommend performing an
annual fluid analysis. Furthermore, they should offer to
proactively manage this program for you. The tests should
be specific to heat transfer fluids and shouldn’t be lumped
in with any lube oil or hydraulic fluid analyses. The supplier
should provide a full report of your fluid condition, giving you
expert recommendations and verbal review on the results and
best practices for controlling any degradation that could be
happening. This has to go beyond results.
They should be offering you a plan of action based on those
results. Any unanticipated or premature degradation should
not just be addressed with action on the fluid, but also with
maintenance suggestions or operating adjustments to avoid
similar results in the future.
Heat transfer fluids and thermal fluid systems play an
integral role in processing operations. In order to fully optimize
the user experience, the importance of the technology needs to
be realized and dedicated considerations need to be made in the
investments surrounding it. You should be choosing the right
fluid to optimize your operating specifications, your equipment
design features, the budget and any other key elements that are
specific to your plan. Look for superior fluids that will feature
the most effective combination of high purification, high heat
transfer efficiency and superior thermal stability in comparison
to competitive options. The decision to purchase a high quality
thermal fluid should be complimented by choosing a high
caliber supplier to protect that investment: a highly qualified
and capable partner that will help maximize fluid value and
minimize any potential negative outcomes.
Ryan Ritz is the Global Technical Business Manager at
Paratherm A Division of Lubrizol, and he can be reached at
rritz@paratherm.com. Meet with Paratherm A Division of
Lubrizol at booth #301 at the 2016 NORA Conference and Trade
Show. n
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Refer one company that joins and you
receive a $100 Amazon gift card
Refer a second company that joins and you
receive a second $100 Amazon gift card
Refer a third company that joins and you
receive a $400 Amazon gift card or an iPad*

Refer one company who joins AND exhibits at
the 2016 Trade Show and you receive an iPad*
or a $400 Amazon gift card

GRAND PRIZE

In addition to the above rewards, the individual from a NORA
member company with the most new members who join based on
their referral as of October 31, 2016 will receive the following:
An upgrade to an Ocean View Suite at the Fairmont Orchid Hotel
during the 2016 NORA Annual Conference for up to 7 nights (11/6 11/12). Individual must book and pay for their own room; NORA will
upgrade their standard room at group rate to a suite.
Email info@noranews.org with an email, phone, name, and company name
for the prospective member. Your gift will be shipped to your home. In order
to qualify your name must be listed on the “referred by” line of the member
application or exhibitor form, or NORA member must have contacted NORA
HQ Staff in writing prior to new member joining.
Offer eligible from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016. To be eligible, the company you refer
cannot be a current NORA member or a former NORA member who was active within the last year.
See list of current NORA members at www.noranews.org/noramemberlist
*iPad will be an iPad Air 2 16GB ($399 value)

Tank Inspection Program 101:
Utilizing the Most Relevant
Inspection Standard
By Dylan Brown

G

uidance for All Storage Tank Owners: Different types of
Above Ground Storage Tanks follow different industry
standards. Make sure your site is performing the most
relevant industry standard, it will not only produce the best
results, but can save tens of thousands of dollars every year.
Many tank owners are not aware they can still meet SPCC and
PSM requirements while extending formal inspection intervals
through utilizing STI SP001 – Steel Tank Institute’s Standard for
the Inspection of Above Ground Storage Tanks.
During a recent “do it yourself ” project, I needed to
cut a number of strings to specific lengths to meet specific
requirements while installing a new wall decoration. While
shopping for a pair of scissors, I laughed to myself thinking
about how my wife would react if I returned home instead
with the industrial strength bolt cutters on display to cut a few
pieces of string. More importantly, I couldn’t help but make
the comparison between using bolt cutters to cut string with
a number of tank owners I have seen following the API-653
inspection standard to inspect small diameter storage tanks.
They are more expensive, much less relevant, and require a
heck of a lot more work to accomplish a task that should be
performed by utilizing a tool specifically designed for the task
at hand.
What is API 653? API 653 is an inspection standard
published by the American Petroleum Institute for Tank
Inspection, Repair, Alteration, and Reconstruction. This
standard is typically applied to steel storage tanks built to API
650 and includes minimum requirements for maintaining the
integrity of such tanks after they have been placed in service.
Tanks built to API 650 and inspected per API 653 encompass a
large variety of tank configurations, ranging from small tanks
less than 20ft in diameter to bulk storage tanks exceeding 200ft
or even 300ft in diameter. When following this standard, formal
external inspections by an authorized inspector are required
every 5 years, in addition to formal internal inspections. Formal
internal inspection requirements vary depending on a number
of factors, but typically range from 10-20 years. For a while,
this was the only inspection available for above ground storage
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tanks. Because of this, many sites were forced to utilize the
same standard established for large field erected tanks for the
small diameter tanks they had on site. Other sites were unable
to afford these specialized inspection services at all. Why should
a tank only 8 feet in diameter be held to the same inspection
standard as a tank larger than a football field?
What is STI SP001? At the turn of the century, a group of
experienced professionals got together to create a more relevant
tank inspection standard, specifically for small field erected and
shop built tanks. STI SP001 is an inspection standard specific
to tanks less than 30ft diameter and 50ft in height. It provides
tank owners the ability to conduct inspections more closely
related to the type of equipment they have. The advantages are
perhaps most apparent when reviewing inspection intervals for
shop built tanks per STI SP001. For shop built category 1 tanks
(tanks with spill control and a continuous release detection
method), inspection intervals can range from; periodic only
(completed by facility personnel), to periodic inspections with
formal external inspections required only once every 20 years!
By comparison, tanks inspected to API 653 require a formal
external inspection once every 5 years, along with monthly
inspections completed by facility personnel.
How do I know which standard should be used for my
tank? If you are currently working with an experienced and
reputable tank inspection company, your representative should
already be discussing the most relevant standard for inspections
completed at your site. If you have already read this far that
may not be the case, so here are a few considerations when
identifying the best way to inspect your tank. API 653 should
be considered for any field erected tank constructed to API
650. If this tank is less than 30ft in diameter and less than 50ft
in height it is a good candidate for utilizing the STI SP001
inspection standard. When an STI inspector conducts a formal
inspection for field erected tanks, they still utilize the relevant
portions of API 653, which are specifically outlined within the
STI SP001 standard. It is important to realize that STI SP001 is
not a second rate standard. It is a standard specific to smaller
tanks that allows smaller sites and facilities to use the right tool
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for the job. Additionally, if the tank is a shop built tank less
than 50,000 gallons, STI SP001 is going to provide the most
value while still working to meet SPCC and PSM program
requirements.
Do you find yourself “using bolt cutters to cut
string” when it comes to completing your required tank
inspections? Buying a pair of bolt cutters over scissors will
only cost an additional $40. Utilizing the wrong inspection
standard can cost your facility thousands of dollars per
tank. Using bolt cutters to cut string and using the incorrect
inspection standard for a tank both result in a frustrating
situation where you end up doing a greater amount of
work than is necessary. Let me save you a headache and
encourage you to at least give the scissors a shot: Use the
right tool for the job.
Dylan Brown is the Project Coordinator at Tank
Consultants, Inc. For additional information on how TCI
can help with environmental compliance and storage tank
inspection in your area, please contact Dylan Brown.
dbrown@tank-consultants.com Office: (281) 842-1126 Cell:
(815) 861-1240. n
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+1 (888) 961-3977
NORA Conference & Trade Show booth number: #301

A Division of Lubrizol

Fax: +1-610-941-9191 • info@paratherm.com

http://www.paratherm.com/nora

TCI Services, Inc. has proven to be the most trusted industry professionals in all things aboveground storage tank
related for over 20 years. Proudly known as the “Storage Tank Experts,” some of TCI’s services include, but are not limited to the following:





STI SP001 Storage Tank Inspection
API 653 Storage Tank Inspection, Construction & Engineering Services
FPTI 2007-1 Fiberglass Tank Inspection
Environmental Compliance Consulting Services

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC): From the baseline inspection to technical guidance/training to
storing your inspection reports, TCI is here to assist you in every step of the SPCC plan process. By specializing in SPCC
inspection services, you can rest assured that your facility will be fully compliant once TCI has completed the job.
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Hydrotreating Catalyst Selection
Opportunities to Lower Costs and
Improve Performance
By Peter Douvry

H

ydrotreating is a common technology used by
re-refiners to produce high quality Group II and
III base oils from used motor oil. At the heart of
the process are the metal traps and catalysts that fill the
hydrotreaters. Proper selection of these items can have a
tremendous impact on cost, product quality and cycle length.
Metal Traps
The additive packages used in motor oil contain elements
such as silicon, phosphorus, calcium and zinc which poison
hydrotreating catalyst and substantially reduce its effective
life. The most efficient way to deal with these impurities
is with the proper selection of metal traps. These grading
materials, placed in front of the catalyst, can selectively
remove these catalyst poisons, thereby protecting the
main catalyst bed and prolonging its life. Among the top
performing metal traps in the market today are Porocel’s
CatGuard® products.
Catalyst
Hydrotreating catalyst performs hydrodesulfurization
and hydrodenitrogenation on the used oil stream. The
process reduces the sulfur content of the stream to within
specification, eliminates most color bodies, and performs
some hydrogenation of active olefinic compounds which
untreated could contribute to unwanted polymerization.
There are a wide variety of shapes, sizes, and compositions
of hydrotreating catalysts available, often making the catalyst
selection process a challenge.
Some re-refiners still use fresh, never-before-used catalyst,
but a large percentage of the market has shifted to regenerated
and rejuvenated catalysts. These are catalysts that have been
used once before in conventional refining applications,
then reprocessed to restore most of their original catalytic
activity. The catalyst must be low in adsorbed impurities to
be a candidate for reprocessing. In most cases an appropriate
regenerated and/or rejuvenated catalyst can replace fresh
catalyst, potentially reducing a re-refiner’s catalyst costs by
over 60% without any loss in performance.
Regenerated catalyst has been carefully oxidatively
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regenerated to burn off the carbon that accumulated on the
catalyst during its prior use. Depending on the specific catalyst,
this can restore 70-90% of the original catalytic activity.
Rejuvenated catalyst undergoes an additional processing step
which in many cases can further restore the catalyst’s activity to
a level close to that of fresh catalyst.
Catalyst activity relative to that of fresh catalyst (or any other
catalyst) can be quantified by pilot plant testing and reported as
RVA (relative volumetric activity). This information can be very
useful in the catalyst selection process.
Catalyst Activation
Hydrotreating catalyst is activated by the presence of sulfur
during the start-up process. The sulfur can be added “in situ”
using various sulfur dopants or “ex situ” by a third party.
Today the vast majority of the industry has migrated to ex situ
solutions due to the inconvenience and potential HSE issues
surrounding the use of sulfur dopants.
Ex situ solutions fall into two categories – presulfurization
and full activation. Presulfurization involves the application of
a sulfur-containing compound to the catalyst by a vendor. The
catalyst is partially activated during the application process,
and the remaining activation takes place during the start-up of
the catalyst. Fully activated catalyst is completely activated by
the vendor. The start-up processes are almost identical for both
options, and for re-refiners the significant cost advantage of
presulfurization makes it the preferred sulfiding solution.

Technical Support
Proper catalyst selection is not a trivial matter. The re-refiner
should choose a catalyst vendor that can provide technical
guidance during the selection process as well as during the
start-up and operation of the unit. The technical support
engineer should be able to assist the unit engineer with unit
monitoring, continuously assessing the performance of the
catalyst. This can provide invaluable information for future
metal trap and catalyst selection and potentially allow the rerefiner to improve their unit performance and cycle length from
run to run.
Summary
Catalyst selection and the appropriate use of metal traps can
have a huge impact on hydrotreating unit performance. A
variety of high performance regenerated and rejuvenated
catalyst options exist, all priced well below fresh catalyst. Each
hydrotreating unit is unique – there is no “one size fits all”
solution. However, with the help of an experienced vendor
technical support engineer, low risk customized solutions
can be identified and implemented, potentially leading to
substantial cost savings.
Peter Douvry is the Business Development Manager at Porocel
International, and he can be reached at pdouvry@porocel.com or
(281) 469-8555. Meet with Porocel International at booth #204 at
the 2016 NORA Conference and Trade Show. n

www.continentalrefiningco.com
Somerset, Kentucky | (606) 679-6301
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Superfund Liability:

Is There a Ray of Hope for the
Used Oil Recycling Industry?
Christopher Harris, NORA General Counsel

I

n Part 1 of this article on Superfund logistics and liability,
the point was made that strict liability (liability without
the need to prove fault or negligence) and joint and
several liability (one entity can be held liable for the entire
cost of clean-up) were the twin Draconian legal weapons in
the hands of the government or private plaintiffs. Basically,
the law was clear and harsh: if your hazardous substance
was found at the site you became a “responsible party” –
responsible for remediating the site. This was essentially the
status of Superfund liability for the first 25 years. In recent
years, however, a line of cases emerged that reconfigured the
architecture of Superfund liability.
Two related concepts are involved in this line of cases. The
first has to do with “arranger” liability under the Superfund
statute. Stated simply, someone who “arranges” for the disposal
of a hazardous substances at a “facility” (a Superfund site)
can be held liable. But what if that someone had no intent
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to dispose of the hazardous substance? Is intent to dispose
a requisite element of arranger liability? In 2009, the United
States Supreme Court in Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Ry. v.
United States, 556 U.S. 599 (2009) answered this question in the
affirmative. Under Burlington Northern the plaintiff (including
the government) must establish that the purported arranger
took “intentional steps to dispose of a hazardous substance.”
556 U.S. at 611. Thus, arranger liability under CERCLA is
premised upon an intentional act directed toward the disposal
of hazardous waste.
Now consider the question about intent in the context of
the second concept: useful products. In one scenario, someone
takes a gallon of gasoline, just purchased at the local filling
station, and deliberately pours it on the ground at a location of
a future Superfund site. That person would obviously be liable
under CERCLA because he or she intended to dispose of it.
In another scenario, a gallon of gasoline is found in a
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warehouse at that Superfund site. Although it was intended by
the owner of the site to be used as fuel in a lawnmower, the EPA
emergency response team conducted the initial remediation
of the site, removed the gasoline and included it the inventory
of hazardous substances found at the site. Is the owner of the
site liable for removal/remediation of that gallon of gasoline?
The useful products defense holds that the owner is not liable
because the gasoline remained a useful product (intended to be
used as fuel) and the owner had no intent to dispose of it.
A relatively recent decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit that addressed liability under both CERCLA
and the Texas Solid Waste Disposal Act stated: “this Court has
long recognized the so-called ‘useful product doctrine,’ and
we have held that a party is not liable as an arranger if it were
engaged in the mere sale of a useful product that is not properly
to be considered ‘waste.’” Vine Street LLC v. Borg Warner Corp.
(5th Cir. 2015) citing Dayton Independent School District v. U.S.
Mineral Products Co., 906 F.2d 1059, 1065-66 (5th Cir. 1990).
The Court of Appeals’ decision in the Vine Street case relies,
in part, on the district court’s evaluation of the underlying
transaction and its conclusion “that the purpose behind the
transaction was to sell useful chemical to distributors and not to
dispose of them.”
These Fifth Circuit cases are in accord with decisions by
numerous other courts. For examples: “if the material at issue
is ‘a useful product, then it [is] not waste and not subject to
CERCLA.’” Solvent Chem. Corp., 225 F. Supp. 2d at 281 (quoting
A & W Smelter and Refiners, Inc. v. Clinton, 146 F.3d 1107,
1112 (9th Cir. 1998)). See also AM Int’l Inc. v. International
Forging Equip. Corp., 982 F.2d 989, 999 (6th Cir. 1993) (focus
is on the value and usefulness of the product and the intent of
the parties); Florida Power & Light Co. v. Allis Chalmers Corp.,
893 F.2d 1313, 1317 (11th Cir. 1990) (focus is on intent and the
value of the product); Peterson, 806 F. Supp. at 1354 (focus is on
the type of agreement, the usefulness of product and intent to
use product entirely as sold).
What does any of this have to do with oil recyclers? Well,
actually, a lot. Oil recyclers (as well as antifreeze recyclers
and oil filters recyclers) are in the business transforming a
generator’s discarded material into a valuable product (i.e.
turning a waste into an asset). On-spec used oil fuel should be
in the same useful product category as the gasoline intended
to be used as lawnmower fuel and therefor immune from
Superfund liability. But what if the generator has to pay the
collector/recycler to take the used oil off his property? Doesn’t
mean that the used oil, as generated, is more like a waste than
a useful product? No court case has specifically answered that
question. However, in a CERCLA liability situation there are
definitely a few things that can do to help persuade a court to
approve of a useful product defense in the case of a used oil
product. First, it helps if the oil recycler has paid the used oil
continues on page 40
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continued from page 39
generator, proving that at the very beginning of the process
the used oil had value. Future market conditions may return
the industry to that situation. Second, the oil recycler should
establish that the processed used oil meets EPA’s Part 279
specifications as well as one of the four ASTM specifications
for recycled fuel oil (“RFO”). In addition, the customer (the
burner or re-refiner) is likely to require additional specification
requirements such as ash content and viscosity. Meeting the
customer’s specifications obviously makes it more of a useful
product. Third, the market for selling the used oil products
should be healthy and robust. Documentation of sales is crucial
to this component of the useful product defense. Fourth, if the
used oil is considered an asset it should be managed as an asset:
stored in non-leaking containers, insurance coverage in the
case of a loss, etc. Proof of compliance with Part 279’s used oil
processor requirements as well as SPCC regulations will assist
in making this argument.

Finally, for those who think that Superfund liability is just a
highly remote and miniscule possibility, consider that over the
past 25 years a number of oil recycling facilities have become
Superfund sites. These include:
U.S. Oil Recovery site in Pasadena, Texas,
ESI site in Indianapolis, Indiana
Texas American Oil site in Midlothian, Texas
Lenz Oil site in Lemont, Illinois
P&W site in Nevassa, North Carolina
Beede Waste Oil site in Plaistow, New Hampshire
York Oil site in Moira, New York
Voda Petroleum site in Clarksville City, Texas
Ekotek site in Salt Lake City, Utah
Used oil generators, transporters and recyclers have become
entangled in these very costly Superfund nightmares. However,
in the future, with enough preparation and documentation, an
oil recycler in most cases can invoke the useful product defense
and avoid liability – and the sleepless nights. n
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PESCO BEAM Environmental
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Email:
luke@pescobeam.com
Phone:
540-206-2788
Web:
www.pescobeam.com
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How is your company connected to
the industry?
PESCO and later PESCO BEAM has
spent the past 22 years developing Used
Lube Oil Re-refining Technologies. Our
aim has been to design and build small
and medium scale re-refineries which
were less costly and simpler to operate
while still producing an excellent base
lube.
How/why was the company
established?
PESCO was founded in 1990 to
develop technologies which would
take waste solvent and oil streams, and
recover the solvent or oil at near virgin
specifications. In 2007 PESCO joined

its long-time manufacturer, BEAM
engineering to form PESCO BEAM
Environmental Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
and Inc. to more effectively meet the
demands for our technology.
What products/services does your
company provide?
PESCO BEAM designs, builds, and
commissions complete Solvent and
Oil distillation and recovery plants.
We have designed and built plants
that recover Ethylene Glycol and other
Glycols, as well as many other solvents
such s Acetone, Ethanol, NMP and
others, along with 14 Used Lube Oil rerefineries.
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What value do you find in NORA Membership to expand
your business opportunities?
Because most NORA members are directly or indirectly
involved in the collection and processing of Used Lube Oil
this has been an invaluable source of business contacts and
good prospects for our company. We have also gained a
lot of valuable knowledge from NORA and its professional
consultants as well as its members.
What are the biggest challenges and opportunities you
see facing the industry over the next five years?
The biggest challenges and opportunities I see for the industry
are actually around the same issue – that is the increasing
pressure on collectors and aggregators of Used Lube Oil from
environmental and regulatory authorities regarding the best
practices in the disposition of this resource. On the one hand
changes in environmental regulations which limit burning will
decrease the immediate markets for it, and therefore potentially
disrupt pricing and profitability for this sector. However often
positive changes are initially difficult to deal with but later bring
about what has needed to happen. So eventually I see most,
if not all, ULO being re-refined and re-introduced into the
lubricants markets, which will improve the value and therefore
profits for this very valuable resource.

Oil prices got you down?
Offer your customers a program of patented,
super-concentrated floor cleaners in a
turnkey service model that will help you:
• Grow revenue within current customer base
• Increase profits per stop
• Provide more value to customers
• Generate new business opportunities

For more information, visit http://nuancesolutions.com/,
contact Matt at matt.ahrens@nuancesolutions.com, or call 1-800-621-8553.
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The technology leader in parts cleaning since 1996

SystemOne ® has delivered
consistent, compelling profitability
for service providers, coast to coast,
for over 20 years.
Parts washer service providers reduce operating costs by 60% or more and
immediately transition to significant profitability with SystemOne conversions
Provides unmatched customer retention and competitive barriers

A standard for parts washer services
unachievable from any other source.
Pure solvent “On-Demand” 24/7/365 at the simple touch of a button
Provides up to 7,000 gallons pure solvent annually…. about 70X more
clean solvent than traditional parts washer services
Recovers 100% of cleaning solvents; Eliminates 100% of solvent waste
UL | CSA | CE Safety Certified

www.systemonetechnologies.com
For further information contact: Paul I. Mansur; 305-593-8017; mansur.paul@systemonetechnologies.com

Over 60,000 parts washers sold to more than 30,000 companies worldwide.
AAMCO TRANSMISSIONS AARON OIL ABBOTT LABORATORIES ALLEGHENY LUDLUM ALLIED SYSTEMS AMC COMBAT EQUIPMENT AMERICAN HONDA
AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE APAC ARAMARK AT&T AUTONATION USA BELL ATLANTIC BENJAMIN MOORE BFI WASTE SYSTEMS BOEING BRINKS
BROWNING FERRIS BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES CARGILL CARMAX CATERPILLAR CESSNA COACH USA COCA COLA CONSOLIDATED FREIGHTWAYS
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES COTTMAN TRANSMISSION CRANDALL CORPORATION CSX CUMMINS DANA DELTA DETROIT DIESEL DIXIELAND EXPRESS DOLE
EMERALD SERVICES FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION FEDERAL EXPRESS FEDERAL MOGUL FORD MOTOR FREEPORT MCMORAN FRITO-LAY
FRS ENVIRONMENTAL GE AIRCRAFT ENGINES GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERAL MOTORS GOODYEAR TIRE HERITAGE CRYSTAL CLEAN INTERTEK TESTING SERVICES
KAWASAKI NATIONS RENT NAVISTAR NESTLE USA NORTHWEST AIRLINES OSS GROUP UK PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC PHELPS DODGE PRATT & WHITNEY
REPUBLIC INDUSTRIES ROCKWELL AUTOMATION RUSH ENTERPRISES RYDER SAFETY-KLEEN SEA RAY SPORTS YACHTS SENECA FOODS SIEMENS AUTOMOTIVE
TEXACO NATURAL GAS THERMO FLUIDS THIOKOL PROPULSION TOYOTA TROPICANA UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD UNITED AIRLINES UNITED RENTALS
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NORA SUPPLIER/
VENDOR DIRECTORY
NORA Supplier/Vendor Members in good standing as of 09/1/16 are listed below. Companies in bold have
an ad in this magazine. Companies with a $ are part of the NORA $ave program by offering discounts/value
added services to NORA members. Contact NORA to learn more about the NORA $ave program. Companies
that are in red are exhibiting at the 2016 NORA Conference & Trade Show as of 09/1/16.

Accurate Energy
paul@accurate-energy.com
(302) 947-9560
Accurate-Energy specializes in providing
recycled fuel oil products, environmental
services, and creative market approaches
for customers who require exceptional
service and value.

ACEUNICO, Inc
dtrappey@aceunico.com
(281) 3592340
Uniforms/Award Programs
AECOM Corporation
Jack.Waggener@aecom.com
(615) 771-2480
URS/AECOM Corporation is a full
service engineering design firm with
over 300 offices and 100,000 employees
around the world. Services include
environmental engineering consultant water, air, solid waste, used oil.

Air Products & Chemicals
lebrectd@airproducts.com
(610) 481-8388
Air Products is the global leader in
hydrogen production and services.
Additionally, Air Products provides
atmospheric gases such as nitrogen,
oxygen, & argon, and technology to
enable customers to become more
productive, energy efficient and
sustainable.

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

AUTOMOTIVE SUPPORT SERVICES

• HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

• WASTE SERVICES

• ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTION INCLUDING
SERVICE STATION INSTALLATIONS

• GAS TRAP AND SEPARATOR CLEANING

• SITE REMEDIATION (INCLUDING LICENSED SITE
PROFESSIONAL [MA 309 CMR 2.00] SERVICES)

• ANTIFREEZE REMOVAL

• PARTS WASHERS
• OIL FILTER RECYCLING

• 24/7/365 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

• ABSORBENT PAD RECYCLING & SALES

• LABORATORY SERVICES

• BULK ANTIFREEZE & WINDSHIELD
WASHER FLUID SALES

• PCB CLEAN-UP, TRANSPORTATION AND DISPOSAL
• LAB PACK SERVICES
• INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SPILL RESPONSE
1-800-242-5818 in Mass.
1-800-622-6365 outside Mass.
1-800-899-1038 Waste Oil Removal
www.cynenv.com
STOUGHTON
781-341-1777

STOUGHTON
781-341-5108
MAINE
Clean Fuels
207-872-9699
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Albemarle Corporation
aaron.williams@albemarle.com
(225) 3888011
HPC and FCC catalysts
Amchem Inc.
craig@amcheminc.com
(903) 236-0138
Chemical Distribution
American Testing Technologies
stacy.youssef@gmail.com
(877) 634-9906
We provide a full range of analytical
services to petroleum suppliers and
users. With over 25 years experience,
we offer the highest quality testing
of oils, fuels, biofuels, waters, waste,
and hazardous waste. Most tests are
completed within 24 hours.

Baheth Research & Dev Labs, Ltd
m.a.baaheth@baahethresearch.com
(251) 345-1060
Scientific Research/Chemical Analytical
Testing
BASE Engineering Inc.
info@baseng.com
(506) 635-2280
Radio Remote Controls for Industrial
Tanks
Bedford Industries, Inc
david@bedfordindustries.com
(800) 848-8228
Manufacture a full line of oil filter crushers,
drum crushers, and oil filter balers. On
the market since 1989, the OBERG filter
Crusher has stood the test of time.

Blend Tech, Inc
kughn@blendtech.biz
(888) 869-4827
Antifreeze inhibitor sales, chemical sales,
antifreeze fortifiers, technical support,
laboratory testing and analysis. Seminar
training for fluids, including antifreeze.
Antifreeze recycling consulting.
Boerger, LLC
mja@boerger.com
(612) 435-7300
Boerger specializes in reliable and
cost effective Rotary Lobe Pumps
and Macerating Technology for the
conveyance of low to high viscous and
abrasive materials.

Argus Media
chloe.bazille@argusmedia.com
(713) 429-6343
Argus Base Oils provides weekly
base oils spot prices, posted prices,
and market analysis for all the key
markets globally as well as valuable
price analytics information on base oil
premiums to VGO, crude, and gasoil.
ATEK Access Technologies
mmurray@atekcompanies.com
(763) 553-7700
TankScan is a technology leader in
wireless level monitoring solutions for
light industrial liquid tanks. TankScan
data is used to optimize delivery routes,
enhance customer service, and provide
global inventory management
Automotive Fluid Recycling, LLC
rustyp@afr.cash
(904) 222-1174
Reclamation of auto fluids to Include oil;
Gasoline; Antifreeze

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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Bright Technologies a Division of
Sebright Products, Inc.
alex@sebrightproducts.com
(800) 253-0532
Bright Technologies a division of
Sebright Products, Inc., manufactures
Oil Filter recycling equipment along
with other recycling equipment
for dewatering and solidification
of wet materials. Such as belt filter
presses,conveyors,extruders,densifiers.
Brown Gibbons Lang & Company, LLC
ekaplan@bglco.com
(216) 920-6634
Investment Banking Firm

Brown Industrial Inc
craig@brownindustrial.com
(937) 693-3838
Technology leading custom designers &
manufacturers of trailers & truck bodies
for the rendering, oil filter recovery &
recycling industries.
Build-All Corporation
rberg@build-all.com
(800) 558-2148 x12
Manufacturer of parts washers and
degreasing equipment.
Cambridge Consulting Group
rmangiapane@cambridge-cg.com
(248) 743-4300
Insurance

Catalyst Trading Co, LTD
rgarcia@resalecatalyst.com
(713) 926-6078
Hydrotreating Fresh Catalyst, Regen
Catalyst, Pre-Sulfided Catalyst, Silica &
Phosphorus materials,Reactor toppings,
Ceramic support products, screening,
recycled ceramic support, High Alumina
support, re-packaging, and acquisition of
spent catalysts.
Chemical Engineering Partners
harrison.phillips@ceptechnology.com
(949) 440-8317
Chemical Engineering partners (CEP)
provides used oil re-refining design
and technology to clients worldwide.
CEP is a global leader in licensing state
of the art re-refining technology and
hydrotreating processes, with over 10
plants operating worldwide.

FLOTTWEG TRICANTERS®,
DECANTERS, DISC STACK
CENTRIFUGES AND SYSTEMS
for the oil, gas and petrochemical industries
all over the world

• drilling mud control and barite recovery
• separation of emulsions
• slop oil processing
• waste oil recovery
• oil tank cleaning equipment
• highest operating safety for explosion proof zone 1 or zone 2
Maximize recovery and profit – take advantage of our expertise and many years of experience.

Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc. • 10700 Toebben Drive • Independence, KY 41051 • USA • Phone 859-448-2300 • Fax 859-448-2333 • sales@flottweg.net • www.flottweg.com
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Chemtex, Inc.
ljohnson@chemtexinc.com
(401) 305-3030
Chemtex is a leading manufacturer of marine and
industrial oil sorbent pads, rolls, booms, socks,
pillows, and spill kits used to clean oil and chemical
spills on both land and water.
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Citamora Processes Inc.
gmarquez@citamora.com
(305) 725-2805
Citamora develops innovative solutions to recycle
used oils into high quality fuels, lubricants and
other products. We deploy easy to use, low cost
technologies to maximize process yields & product
quality, generating a strong return on investment.
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CC20 Eccentric Disc
Truck Pump

Coco Products
scottlucas48@gmail.com
(855) 551-COCO (2626)
Manufacturing & Distribution
Cradon Energy, Ltd.
jsc@cradon.com
(713) 521-1777
Buy, sell and trade petroleum products.
DesertMicro
barryg@desertmicro.net
(904) 247-4285
DesertMicro provides management software for oil
waste, recovery and recycled industry. PetrolManager
provides detailed history, extensive billing options,
container tracking, lab results, profiling, routing and
dispatching.
Dexsil Corporation		 $
ckopylec@dexsil.com
(203) 288-3509
On-site test kits that are quick and easy to use,
affording the user an economical advantage over
time-consuming and costly laboratory methods.
Products detect chlorine contamination in used oil,
organic chlorine in wastewater, and more.

Stationary
Eccentric Disc Pump

“The CC20 pumped over 1.4 million
gallons in a 10-month period
and was still pumping without a
leak. I’m extremely satisfied with
the performance and reliability
of this Mouvex® pump.”
Guy Miller, Fleet Manager
Universal Lubricants, Wichita, KS, USA
• Strong suction, self-priming
capabilities to clear tanks, lines
• Minimal maintenance for low
life-cycle costs
• Handles varying viscosities and
particulate levels

Contact your authorized
Mouvex distributor today,
or email contact@mouvex.com

Mouvex is supported by the
the following Master Distributors:
United States
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
+1 800-851-4452
werts@wertswelding.com
Canada
Commercial Truck Equipment Co.
+1 877-915-9140
www.comtruck.ca

• Flow rates to 88 gpm and
pump speeds to 500 rpm
Improve Your Reliability:

mouvex.com
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Dober
dkelly@dobergroup.com
(773) 343-7537
Full service chemical manufacturer
specializing in antifreeze additives, oil
treatment, wastewater treatment, boiler
water treatment, and cooling water
treatment.
Dolphin Centrifuge
sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
(248) 522-2573
Dolphin Centrifuge specializes in
Centrifuge based Oil Recovery Systems.
Our systems are primarily built around
New & Reconditioned Alfa Laval
Centrifuges. Complete modules include
Hi-Speed Disc Centrifuges, Automatic
PLC Controls, Feed Pumps, Heaters etc

Eastman Chemical Co
aruntyagi@eastman.com
(314) 365-3036
Heat Transfer Fluids - Therminol.
EconoHeat Inc.
sales@econoheat.com
(800) 255-1363
Waste Oil Burning Equipment
Ecosorb International Inc.
larry@ecosorb.com
(713) 413-1173 x4714
Environmentally Friendly Absorbents
EnergyLogic
dnewburry@energylogic.com
(615) 471-5221
EnergyLogic manufactures and sells
used oil furnaces and boilers, less than
500,000 Btu/hour in size.

Enevo, Inc.
julie.vairo@enevo.com
(617) 784-5686
Enevo provides innovative fill level
monitoring and reporting solutions;
complete end-to-end services that are
easy and enjoyable to use, while saving
money, grey hairs and CO2.
Engine & Accessory, Inc.
rcs@rampstar.com
(305) 573-2268
Waste Oil Trucks/Vacuum Trucks
Environmental Packaging Technologies
adoris@eptpac.com
(713) 961-2795
Flexitanks, liquiride tanks for moving
bulk non-haz liquid products.
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ORG CHEM GROUP is a Major Leader in the recycling
of used antifreeze in the United States. We work
closely with collectors across the U.S. and Canada.
ORG CHEM GROUP purchases used antifreeze which allows
collectors a safe, efficient way to properly manage their used
antifreeze /glycol streams while at the same time providing
them with a consistent revenue stream.
For more information
please contact:

Jerry Brown
812-395-7726
Cel: 812-449-0411
11210 Solomon Rd,
Troy IN 47588
Chem-Group.com
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Our process extracts the Ethylene Glycol from used antifreeze,
purifies it and blends it with proprietary additives to create new
antifreeze that offers the benefits of lower cost and recycling.
ORG CHEM GROUP offers Ethylene and Propylene Glycol for sale
and a full line of Antifreeze products available in cases, drums,
totes and bulk.
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Environmental Resource Associates
eragortze@comcast.net
(508) 428-6282
Exclusive representative of Oil Eater
Cleaner Degreaser and full line of
Absorbent Products including our new
line of Natural Absorbents for NORA
members. Products include: degreasers,
cleansers, truck wash, aqueous parts
washers, absorbent pads and more.
Eurecat US
TCampbell@eurecat.com
(832) 284-0609
Supplier of regenerated hydrotreating
catalyst, catalyst sulfiding/activation
services, catalyst regeneration, and
specialty grading

Fountain Industries LLC
bdea@ftnllc.com
(800) 328-3594
Fountain Industries LLC is proud to be
an industry leading US manufacturer
with complete product coverage of
aqueous and solvent type parts washers
in all capacities including spray cabinets
and other speciality products.

Geophia LLC
pgkendrick54@gmail.com
(704) 502-8287
Absorption materials.
Graymills
tkucklick@graymills.com
(773) 477-4100
Parts Cleaning Manufacturers

GEA Group
william.dechiara@gea.com
(281) 465-7900
Centrifuges-disc type and decanters
for the purification of used oil and/
or wastewater. Biodiesel-separator and
decanters used in Biodiesel Process.

Evolution Sorbent Products
chris@esp-us.com
(630) 450-6558
Oil absorbent and spill control products
(environmental, industrial, hazmat).
Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
esweeney@flottweg.net
(203) 838-6120
Decanter, Tricanter, and Separator
Centrifuges for oil, water, solids
separation.
Fluid Solutions GmbH
k.mohme@fluid-solutions.de
(49) 40 534307-0
We are a professional engineering
& plant supplier for lube oil/grease
production/waste oil re-refining
technology. With high standard plasma
tube reactor, we offer a perfect recycling
process from waste oil to base oil &
elimination of PCB contamination.

Lubrizol Chemical Solutions
We offer chemical solutions for:
• Used oil demulsification
• Industrial wastewater treatment
• Antifreeze recycling
• Hydrogen-sulfide (H2S) scavengers
• Industrial cleaners and solvents
• Metalworking fluids
For information on Lubrizol’s engineered solutions,
call Bryan Gray at 812-499-8408 or visit www.lubrizol.com.

©2015 The Lubrizol Corporation All rights reserved.
15-0955
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GTI
sgephart@gti-e.com
(973) 630-0990
Buyers of off specification fuels, coproducts, by-products, excess inventory,
outdated/expired chemical and fuel
products. Virgin and secondary
chemicals import and export. Efficient
logistic solutions via truck and rail
nationwide. Project financing.

Husky Corporation
dwieda@husky.com
(636) 825-7200
Husky Corporation serves the lube and
industrial market with BJE oil filter
crushers, tank monitors, gauges, and
overfill alarms & accessories. Through
enevo, we offer a web enabled electronic
liquid level measurement system via
cellular technology.

IHS Markit
Blake.Eskew@ihsmarkit.com
(832) 679-7272
IHS is the leading research and
consulting company to the global energy
industry. IHS acquired Purvin & Gertz
in November 2011, adding Purvin
& Gertz’ strengths in the petroleum
refining, lubricants and base oil
industries.

Houlihan Lokey
ssergeant@hl.com
(212) 497-4275
Investment bank providing range of
advisory services: M&A; debt/equity
financing, valuation, restructuring.
Environmental Services industry deals
include sale of Siemens HS to FCC
Environmental, Thermo Fluids to
Heckmann and Safety-Kleen to Clean
Harbors.

Hydrodec of North America, LLC
michael.pitcher@hydrodec.com
(330) 409-8672
Used transformer oil re-refiner.
Hydrodec collects, manages and
processes used naphthenic transformer
oil up to 2000 ppm PCB content.
Hydrodec produces and markets the
highest quality new transformer oil that
meets ASTM and IEC specifications

InCon Process Systems - GIG Karasek
GmbH
rscully@ips-gigk.com
(630) 305-8556
Offering 20 years experience in Used Oil
distillation systems. Our clients range
from fuel blenders wishing to upgrade
to cleaner fuel or base oils and seek
Modular Plants. Major clients upgrade to
GIG Karasek Wiped Film Technology.

A GREEN Approach to the
Management of Spent Solvents
www.radianchemicals.com
281.883.4389
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Innovative Fluids
tmcclead@innovativefluids.com
(216) 385-8601
“Bulk” Windshield Washer Fluid and
Antifreeze. Delivered in bulk to (25)
states.
InTerraChem, LLC
curtis.ellis@interrachem.com
(812) 425-0989
We offer a full line of Demulsifiers,
Waste Water Treatment Chemicals,
Cleaners, Degreasers and
Environmentally Safe Green Chemistry.
Ironshore Environmental
mark.hayes@ironshore.com
(312) 237-3485
Insurance Company
J. Smith Lanier & Co.
mfox@jsmithlanier.com
(229) 883-2424
Insurance/Risk Management Services

Jaxon Filtration
james@jaxonfiltration.com
(706) 675-3996
Filtration Equipment, Media, Custom
Elements
Keteca USA, Inc.
kparks@ketecausa.com
(602) 278-7789
Offers alternatives to dangerous cleaning
chemicals & high performance cleaning
solutions with low V.O.C. emissions.
Industrial parts & pressure washing,
cnc sump & machine, offshore & land
production tank & vessel, rig and frac
tank cleaning solutions.
KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc.
rmacdonald@key.com
(216) 689-4445
Investment bank providing M&A and
financial advisory services, debt and
equity capital markets and debt.

Labcal Repair and Services Inc
jscholes@lcs-llc.com
(281) 474-1334
LabCal Services is a full-service,
independent, analytical laboratory
specializing in petroleum,
petrochemical, environmental, water,
soil, and bio fuels. We offer a complete
battery of standard test methods, from
gravities to the most complex methods.
Lamb Fuels, Inc
cynthia@lambfuels.com
(678) 525-6889
Buyers of recyclable fuels. Gas. Diesel.
Jet. Avgas. Transmix.
LCI Corporation
jhorton@lcicorp.com
(704) 398-7844
Thin-film evaporation and short path
distillation.

Kline & Company, Inc.
ian.moncrieff@klinegroup.com
(973) 615-3680

LLC

SCHUMACHER
CONSULTING

“The Industry Experts”

» Sales Training
» Market Research
» Executive Coaching
» Brokering Business Sale
» Mergers and Acquisitions

Roy Schumacher, MBA / 602.524.2944 / roy@oilbizconsulting.com
LIQUIDRECYCLING
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LevelCon- Remote Tank Level
Monitoring
jmitchell@levelcon.com
(937) 689-6537
LevelCon, family owned for over
30 years, offers innovative solutions
for monitoring fluid levels, overfill
protection, pump control and GPS
tracking. Your vital data is easily
accessible from our web-based portal or
ported to your choice of platform.
Lone Wolf Petroleum Co
eric@lonewolfpetro.com
(217) 280-0959
Fuel Buyer
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Lubrizol
bryan.gray@lubrizol.com
(812) 858-3147
Demulsifiers for used oil treatment,
wastewater treatment chemicals,
metal precipitants, industrial cleaners,
antifreeze recycling chemicals, hydrogen
sulfide & mercaptan scavengers, and
consulting.

Mouvex
scott.jackson@psgdover.com
(616) 248-9218
Mouvex®, part of Pump Solutions Group
(PSG®) Oakbrook Terrace, IL, USA,
is a global provider of pumps for the
transfer of liquids. The CC20 eccentric
disc pump is designed for the Used Oil
Market.

MemPore Environmental Technologies
alanfox@mempore.com
(844) 636 7673
Nano-filtration membrane systems for
converting used oil into base stock

MultiTherm LLC
medie@multitherm.com
(610) 408-8361
Leading supplier of Heat Transfer
Fluids and System Cleaners. Within
a temperature range of -15° F to 660°
F, MultiTherm can successfully and
economically accommodate a customer’s
heating or cooling requirements.

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr, P.C.
mkoks@munsch.com
(713) 222-4030
Legal Services
National Chemical Supply Corp
natlchem@gmail.com
(800) 515-9938
Manufacturer of the new, EB-series of oil
demulsifiers that treat oil and water at
the same time.
National Petroleum Products Co.
info@nppc-qatar.com
(974) 490-3839
Processing of used oil.
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Newport Steel Inc. Oil Filter Processing
Equipment
newportsteel@truvista.net
(803) 789-3194
Non Shearing Oil Filter Processing
Equipment
Nuance Solutions
mahren1@nuancesol.com
(312) 560-3927
Industrial cleaners/degreasers &
dispensing equipment
Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.
jfaris@oilmens.com
(864) 573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for
waste oil recovery. All major brands
of trucks available. Equipment for
transportation and bulk storage sites.
Certified R Stama facility for wreck
repair and remounts.

Owner Resource Group
msprinkle@orgroup.com
(512) 505-4119
Owner Resource Group is a private
investment firm founded to bring
superior outcomes to small and
medium-sized businesses. We make
investments that enable business owners
to pursue their objectives and accelerate
the growth of their companies.
Par-Kan Company
kbruner@par-kan.com
(260) 352-2141
Par-Kan offers Leakproof Steel
Containers for storage of disposable oils
and filters. Containers are available in
various sizes with poly lids, fork pockets
and caster frames.
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Paratherm A Division of Lubrizol
sbeward@paratherm.com
(610) 941-4900
Superior heat transfer fluids ranging
from -127° F to +675° F Refined
petroleum & synthetic oils & thermal
system cleaners Antioxidant Additives
Fluid Analysis Technical Support &
Training We stock what we sell all the
time in all volumes available globally

PESCO-BEAM Environmental
lukestaengl@mindspring.com
(540) 206-2788
Over 18 years in quality used oil
recovery. Custom designed and built,
complete turnkey, skid mounted,
affordable systems with clay filtration,
solvent extraction and hydrotreating
lube polishing options. Engineered to
meet your specific product goals.

Praxair, Inc.
walter_renz@praxair.com
(203) 837-2378
Praxair, a Fortune 250 company, is the
oldest and largest industrial gases firm in
North and South America. Praxair offers
a complete range of products including
hydrogen, nitrogen and specialty gases
in cylinder quantities to world-scale
onsite plants.

The Penray Companies
wpeinhardt@penray.com
(800) 323-6329
Antifreeze Inhibitors

Petroleum Solids Control
erogachevsky@petroleumsolids.com
(562) 424-0254
Dewatering rental equipment:
centrifuges, mud cleaners

PRTI, Inc.
info@prtitech.com
(919) 809-5440
PRTI offers a patented system for tires
pyrolysis. This system of handling tires
will break down the tires into four
elements; oil, carbon ash, steel and a syngas. The syn-gas will be used as a fuel for
combustion in a generator to produce
energy.

Porocel International
pdouvry@porocel.com
(281) 469-8555
Hydrotreating Catalysts and Activated
Bauxite filter media

5.8039 in

SERVING THE OIL PRODUCTION, REFINING, AND
RE-REFINING INDUSTRIES FOR 31 YEARS.
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• Infrastructure & Civil Site Design

• Solid Waste Management

• Regulatory Compliance,
Permitting, & Auditing

• Surveying & Mapping

• Risk Management

• Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)

• Water & Wastewater Engineering

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Quantum Analytics
larmstrong@lqa.com
(650) 312-0370
Quest Resource Management Group
tims@questrmg.com
(972) 464-0004
Consulting and management of waste
and recyclable materials for automotive,
industrial, and restaurant clients.
National service provider for used oil
filters, scrap tires, industrial cleaning,
e-waste, organics, and cooking oil/
rendering.
Radchem Products, Inc.
don.vlasaty@radcheminc.com
(708) 966-4044
Chemical & Solvents

Radian Chemicals LLC
jspain@radianchemicals.com
(281) 610-6908
Management of spent solvents for
beneficial reuse and/or treatment for
recycle or disposition. Spent caustics,
glycols, aminet, polyols, methanols, etc.
Rich & Henderson, P.C.
thenderson@richlaw.com
(410) 267-5900
MD Law Firm - environmental, land use
and business law focus
Schumacher Consulting, LLC
roy@oilbizconsulting.com
(602) 524-2944
Consulting Services, including strategic
planning, mergers & acquisitions,
market research, marketing, website
development and sales training.

Senn Dunn Insurance a Marsh &
McLennan Agency Company
sshepherd@senndunn.com
(336) 346-1347
Senn Dunns Environmental Group
works with large & mid-sized
companies across the United States to
provide:Insurance & Risk Management
Solutions,Licensed Professional
Geologists/Engineers on staff,Lower
Total Cost of Risk,Industry Specific
Claim Advocates
Sequoia Energy & Environment
info@sequoia-global.com
(704) 780-1089
Vacuum distillation, hydrotreating,
regenerative adsorption technologies
for recycling of used lubricating oils,
transformer oils, waste antifreeze/
coolants and waste fuels.

Introducing the new ONIXline.
The progressive Rotary Lobe Pump.
The proven BLUEline.
The established Rotary Lobe Pump.

Macerating Technology.

Visit us at the NORA Conference in Booth #200
Kohala Coast, Hawaii | November 9 - 12

Lineup of durable grinding units.

The new ONIXline

The proven BLUEline

Macerating equipment

An advanced generation of pumps
• Extremely pressure-resistant
• Best performance
• Highest energy efficiency

20 pump models in six series
• Pulsation-free operation
• Self-priming and low shear
• Dry-run capabilities

Three durable grinding units
• Multicrusher (Twin shaft grinder)
• Multichopper (Single shaft grinder)
• Rotorrake (Single shaft grinder)
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SESCO
jstout@sesco-inc.com
(260) 422-1671
SESCO has become the preferred
source for oil purification, regeneration,
and fluid conditioning equipment.
Its reputation has been built from a
foundation of solid engineering, quality
manufacturing, and a commitment to
customer support and service.
SmartBin
brendan@smartbin.com
(353) 18902633
SmartBin powers intelligent, more agile
& cost-efficient collection operations
with the latest fill-level sensor
technology and route planning software.
It’s smart, it’s simple......it’s the future for
Waste Oil & Liquid collectors.
SPC, A Brady Business
thom_sousa@bradycorp.com
(425) 418-8605
Manufacturer of high quality sorbents
and environmental products.

Spencer Strainer Systems
pdeaver@spencerstrainer.com
(502) 418-6769
Spencer Strainer Systems provides
permanent, self-cleaning filtration for
recycling of oil and glycol, and also of
wastewater and many other applications.
SpillTech
contact@spilltech.com
(800) 2283877
Absorbents, Spill Kits, Containment
Summit Environmental Technologies
lpachecoset@aol.com
(615) 794-9437
Full service QAQC environmental
laboratory. Emphasis and experience
with liquid recycling and environmental
service industries. Nelac and AZLA ISO
certifications.

Sweet Gazoil Inc.
louisbertrand10@gmail.com
(579) 721-1690
Engineering solutions tailored to
meet your used and waste oil needs:
Improve your current operations or
design complete plants. Unique hybrid
process that can treat used oils, waste
oils and asphalt flux, and make only
environmentally friendly products,
SystemOne Technologies Inc.
mansur.paul@systemonetechnologies.
com
(305) 593-8015
The industry’s most powerful parts
cleaning technology. Over 50,000
units installed in 30,000 locations
worldwide. Cut costs by 60%; pure
solvent on-demand daily; recovers 100%
pure solvent; and eliminates 100% of
hazardous solvent waste.

Looking to become more involved in your industry?

OPEN CALL FOR NORA BOARD CANDIDATES
NORA prides itself on being a member driven
organization. NORA membership, event attendance
and value continue to increase each year. This is entirely
because of the efforts of the volunteer leadership of the
association. They provide the direction and strategy
that allows NORA to provide more value to members.
If you are interested, you are strongly encouraged to
participate.
This is an open call for candidates for the 20172018 NORA Board of Directors. There are a total of
four open Recycler Member Board seats this year. If
you would like to nominate yourself, or someone else,
please email info@noranews.org by September 23rd
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at Noon Eastern. NORA will contact you to review
the board position responsibilities and answer your
questions. The term for each Board seat is two years
(2017-2018). Generally, Board members are requested
to be at the three NORA events each year as well as on
2-3 additional phone calls per year.
In addition to Board seats, the association is also
seeking individuals to serve on a variety of committees
for 2016. These positions are not elected; the President
appoints them. NORA thanks those who have served
in the past and encourages members to help lead our
industry into the future.
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TCI Services
jgibson@tank-consultants.com
(903) 987-2912
Tank inspection, engineering, repair,
construction, mechanical and service
experts for above ground storage tanks
and related equipment.

Turn-Key Environmental
gary@tkenv.com
(815) 929-9440
Licensed Non Hazardous, Special
Waste Hauler. Drum and Box disposal,
Vac Trucks, Used Oil, Environmental
Construction Management, and Full
Service Environmental Consultant.

Titan Logix Corp.
jenniferdm@titanlogix.com
(780) 462-4085
Titan Logix Corp.’s Guided Wave Radar
gauges provide accurate, reliable level
measurement in mobile tanks. The
UsedOil-Stik is designed especially for
used oil transportation. Ground level
display of liquid level keeps the driver off
the top of the tank.

The Ultragen Group Ltd.
steve.surveyer@ultragen.com
(450) 650-0770
Ultragen is a multi-diciplinary
engineering firm & UMO specialists. We
are engaged in all phases of a project’s
life cycle. We can develop process flow
sheets, heat & material balances, plant
layouts, & detailed cost estimates.

Transcourt Tank Leasing Inc.
rpahanich@transcourt.com
(773) 800-2617
Tank Trailer leasing and financial
solutions

Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
bruce@wertswelding.com
(618) 254-6967
Transportation tanks and trucks and all
related parts and equipment. Pumps,

hoses, fittings and valves. 8 locations
across the USA.
XL Catlin		 $
matthew.gartner@xlcatlin.com
(800) 327-1414 ext. 9294
The environmental division of the XL
Insurance companies offers integrated
environmental risk management®
solutions through insurance, loss control
and claims management to leading
businesses.
Zurich
steven.goebner@zurichna.com
(610) 727-5634
Zurich’s Environmental unit helps
businesses navigate the ever-changing
world of environmental risk. Zurich
provides easy-to-understand
environmental insurance solutions
that can be customized to help meet
customers’ needs for today and the future.

Trihydro Corporation
grisse@trihydro.com
(678) 320-0493
Trihydro is an engineering and
environmental firm offering due
diligence; air & wastewater design/ops;
multi-media permitting, compliance
audits; soil & groundwater assessment/
remediation services to NORA member
industries.
Truck Works LLC
ckaye@truckworksllc.com
(602) 233-3713 x 305
OEM manufacturer of bulk liquids and
transportation equipment. Truck tanks
steel, aluminum, and stainless. MC
406/407/412 code and non-code tanks.
1500 gallon to 4500 gallon capacities.
New and used units available. Parts in
stock.
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